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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1== Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2i_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Z Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

/ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

! How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

W%WW

09% MW

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

3w

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __/ How do you_feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

’__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

15' Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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5.

What did you like the le st about the symposium”?

I #walf @047 I? M73 W

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ' éfles

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. TASIWJJ



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School ;/%7)7L/

Group :9

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __j How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

12__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

K Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

[ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
I ,4 ‘vCP ‘/( ,, I , I» r! _\ , (J '. ‘ _ _ . . I(/3 ‘m .U 13L) '/ /{j y 'r [In ’I «’1 ' \,Icy; l-“"\K,/
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

(.{iv‘

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
qu/(
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Group ft V \3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __) How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. L__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. :2— Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. ( Would you recommend other incoming Afro~American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. 1 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

wm‘ng, Ede Symposium, Hm, people an:
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

Yes

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Group .h

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _.I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did youwlike most about the Symposium9. leHNHL
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2. RWhat did you like the least about the symposium ?
1 1|la 1‘ 5/.\‘f I! W, I} l i ‘.\V‘ L‘Jv‘
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops}? .
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4. Did the SympOSium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? y'k‘ ’ ‘
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S. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire SChOOl A L5

Group (

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _m[ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ? -

3. ‘5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. K Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American.q,._ students to attend such 3 Symposium ?

S. { How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

C5 ‘mo ‘ .;(jfiVlAJSZ/FLXXQj , CLAk<>b4x3 ($V\AWALleC‘

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

GA~BahéJ/acizk;@wv3 €h’ CCW~\10ux3

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

2 J4AL Atoywjpé4L~&~4u 4y4\5vJ(J( IM~L VMLQ “
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S. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of

the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group [

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6: No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _.I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. I What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

15 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

\5, Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

A/of/W7

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Wm

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? r

x

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Group 3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __[ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. [__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

.5.

.21.

5. [ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

fl WW" //
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

_ Wo/ m flfig/

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? 7fibkgg

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? 'Z}éo

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Group :2

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __/ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. /__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

I Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

I Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

I/VC Nd? l H)

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

U0 “A 1 WI)

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

yes

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

Z;l€C//¥/rl
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Your throughtful answers to the following Questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ? “

[___ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

xk’ .2 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
,rf' Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

fl (TM? 1' m y
I

What additional topics, if Jny, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

WQYUL

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

>/ 1&5

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

6,35 @4410’
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Group 5}

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL_EXPERIENCE

l. _.\ How do you feel about the overall organization of the——— . 7 .Sympos1um .

2. \__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

Tb. Afnovnwm H'flbw bass/01x
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

pw &

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

lvupndl,

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

iyub 6

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Group QM

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _dfl : How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 92,. What is your assessment of the material covered during
V_—' the Workshops ?
,4Arr-c
\;) Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the

University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

‘~ A ‘ \\ '1'rb§ . “_ " Iii-Xi:- \ x ,, »» <-
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What did you like the least about the symposium
/‘ , - - v _
vauim,: -L
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

WJX/V»

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

\.\,p\1)
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. Q How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

Q What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

:5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

‘L +H\V\\< +\\Q, moggé hikfi'fikk‘ {'HQQQS \n kKQ
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

Thais bk, 5E;\r“§e<.\\ 25c: sqa‘\~/.

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? >[‘§‘C,’

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. . a

Hawk
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ;/ ,1 ,
Evaluation Questionnaire School 5.11fiv/%~

Group /fl.—

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

How do You feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

C:; Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

F?
; Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

3 students to attend such a Symposium ?

/ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

\:24’ [OQMI JE/ ~ (1/ xQ; dZ2..
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?
‘/A, / / .1Q] .' , AI /’[XI/U ’ /

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

/ f' v' ./

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __u( How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. <;_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

45%;; Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

573g? Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

( How would you describe the general attitudes of those
' people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

WLZ ”OJ/u W 1/ “'fldém/mé6r?



What did ou like the least about the symposium ?
gr 7 hour ’3'

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

5,53/'4

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

(361/My
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Evaluation Questionnaire School };0Q3(nf%9fL‘nC‘

Group 51 J J

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. :2 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. Z__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. ES Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. 1 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
s
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5.

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

7/93

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

\
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Group 1 A

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ? ’

L__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
.5, Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
j%/:€f‘ZW2;.16/{7 ‘(if?i “3, mg;’C Z:/(.354 AjfM:f/
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
. // j ‘ ’ .l ‘,

/_////3lef'{.:f,a_ ,7 ,7 ‘ {\- /" (:1). I' 1/ .1]. . ‘-

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole :;?ZO

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. _//

(:7jéfiflif/
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Group i .1

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3: Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _“ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ;_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

7U”? xvi“) WOWMM

({)CL{) LfZ/LLALQ*L/f2fl9/ Qif' UZ



3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

“7%;— 696:9

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

W2C9/ll/L \‘J’lfla/fl. J C (LI/W (: 4/th1.2“ “L 0%, K.

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

.41?Qj9

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

U049 Wj@O/W(CLZ(>/f<
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM __
Evaluation Questionnaire School {eddgie

Group :3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. ‘

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

225 What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?o

:2 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

ES) Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

2;' How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

The. SW29 *- t0‘5“ Sessnms b’q DmQWd‘V»



5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

HOLU ‘OV‘g‘j “we gQSSWflS waiver

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
T‘m’ngg about lax-mg») Qo eth‘bmSJ

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

‘AQS‘

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

1+ We me glad Prooa 03 m:

M.fl*engter4 Jco Ska 'szvnsv‘
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

_J' How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

I What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
i — , ‘,:



3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.



.4

AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _./ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 92 What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

ii Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?_(__

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

if,(0mm

{)JNOM/dv mow/amen? wall/x OU’UZJLQ ._



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

(,1. , ' , l: ,
J'L,-J/7/;w~f7t0’57"“/4” L’ '

t7 /l//D///£ / /

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

/n ' I I /7' I A ‘ ’ f _ j [0' // I r ‘v ,/ \s ‘ J / l I ' x
“6/ (j) (7.. /l{/ “A ’ ' - (Y Z/\// Or ‘3 L/Q‘Qvfi / LDWMQ]

/,

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

k\f¢3

S. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of

the stPOSium.
‘ / 740

' “/7 [J03 0?; /(;)»/~ 0,, / mag/y . 1/ ”16

W’s—V/
l /

//' 77fl/1"? (/31) 77[“7/\/V {2171/134312



AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro--American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4: Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

_1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

l__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

15 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

{5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

The general sass) ans.



5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

Tmi 1+ was so shm

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

how to handle, room Guam mn'nafion

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? 365

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

an web/Den105 ex perimcé



.4

AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _ma. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 1__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?

.5__

:5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

_iL__ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

”WoLJfiltx Aak’ Pk‘FJQ.



2.

3.

5.

”<7

What did you like t:::Yeast about the symposium ?

11‘L/\PfP£MTHAl£$th*\
Sessimns thDInQS

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

{hinoflw sh}?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

Yes

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

C;OOA :rbb



.4
AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM . r ‘
Evaluation Questionnaire School rfiflvPZAQ35lente;

Group 7

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

Z /I‘kQ/C{ #Le V?r\/ ldj-IL {QC'/’uf\.é wk, (1", [Informrtx

“a 4 /0’7 ”"7 ”‘6 ““7 #“5 so/«w/ 1‘; Farm



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
” / ' r,J rza (/7 al/J nu? /‘ r<€ V140 nfia/‘Imnq / ,ie/facfl he W/ 2'

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

,7 Mad) Aka, +0 ARK-é MOM ”MCIK/chj’tom Cancprntaa) +Ae,

procedure Lo,» or/‘enm‘qcm)p/dcermefl’r +€S~+§ 67%,1

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

‘féé

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

)a'f/dvfmaf—l .U‘Q,



.4

AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School Aggy/0,1AQHIAJK

Group 1 (7“

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. Z How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

[__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

.zé Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

q Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

4 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

{1/61 g/Mam gala/A /?/

fl/ M5%qu .



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
,4"- / - h 1/" - "

/{/"' / ‘Z/i/J‘flfg/ % K.’/L,.:/’.{5,////(Z,7J Q'Qfi /i.
,‘ ,1 4 './ , ‘ / / -’‘ , , , z, '7, ’ r , .' l x ‘ / ; ‘ I It 4 ‘ /

/ ,1 I” ( AJ/ [(1, 41/4 ,1 / ,v/L , 1:/'/// w/C/{k/Q [.4 0!, Cyw/ fl¢ /// / u ..

7’9 K

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

1/(2/i>/47 .X f I V‘- ' ’27:, - ' 7Q¢r,z;z/v/*7<T/{/ ZZZ/3:; ’ t<::2I;J, (242/<_///
_, Le/K/ u.) 5ij; /__/,/é/A,, /‘ V7,- , .. ,f’

//Ad7(/éc/<qa44f

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

/ 224/

S. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

/ Jflé/dzv/ % aim/Mi /<//v((

‘
/

CL/C’ #11» A! / I;/’0/J/ /, ( /// j J [24’1/ /

‘%/X/% \4/ [0/12 (/11/ AM [3/0 [01/
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School pH/MJ

Group 3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __[ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

g__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

é Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

5/ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

Alt 6...
X4 fl



2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least/about the symposium ?
; " ’1'; l x

x) -€,./h3,<;vcl 03‘» (31/11 L/\ Lf’nq ’
{

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Now

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘

EILA

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

L
«’xLLaI
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOS IUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School finq/aeef/AQ

Group (i /

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _‘l How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. Z__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

7%? AJP/O - Amr/aan fifeSA/hen 71/16/54,

QX/Oeai' Ham Hue AMI/WA WA o/Ae/s;



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

”'7‘, f / r) » 7 ‘ >1 _ ‘/ (7‘
mm / at: w

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

{\2’0 n K"

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘

\fy’vi)1/

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

jn lid/,m/vflfl'l



.4

AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _L. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. é)__’ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

\a
5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

students to attend such a Symposium ?

l How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

'77A7YUL

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘

5

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

0;Wag;
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ,
Evaluation Questionnaire School UNCLU—{Clc/C/

Group (

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good = Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l" ___l How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. L_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. E: Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. 5‘ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. 2‘ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

T . .
Kb 0W5 D? W q’apxoé Cth’US‘DE/d



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

"i 00 fikor-‘v

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
(DC)! 001’ +‘\N

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘

5

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

slnCALX1€>
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School PquY\S

Group 3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

_J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

g2: What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

E; Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

_1_ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

Leotorqg .

3&2de immummt 3m WK 36551008,



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

TkWo L€fl31}\

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘

lies

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

lk>0ha€(4b)
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School gyd/(?1,yu7

Group (/

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. __§E How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. [__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

5” Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

5/ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. Wh t did on like most aboutthe S
fa £46631,le .,/mflamed! Xflflé‘flu661—4496174443
./VQQ{/fia( c1td¢z’ f¢ZJL/”u/VMAD 4&8; 'é 4k124szi

”(flair/ZMlngli: 4/1/363’41/ /‘/551%fd/79/vw (£4367



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
2L0(/{lu ,./fl/,(5”,:q‘? "'11,, ’/ 4%} ‘T"£'.t‘~/>..1€E’I,H}.z r" ”f > .-, l

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? 7L{y{;fi

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole Z~iz4L‘”,//,%é

(/54;VIE?0/71, ézzyz/Ifr‘/[a,/*/x( C. .26’32"?

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. 9445(
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM f7
Evaluation Questionnaire School filfihf§

Group ‘3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _;1:; How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. .1; What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3; Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

incoming Afro-AmericanWould you recommend other
students to attend such 3 Symposium ?

;I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

1 [you Mr mega +m~\ me m cm 0 \nguY,

1 QKO UCQCX MW“ MOQML/ .17 LQQLS 0 We +9
m64£¥ om& QX\\&L, 1h¥©flhai0r\
{7NngflTiQdk SK)V“Q}



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

(J1 [“12 {A F 1 " >-K' x“ l‘ f hIt», ~» 0 5 mam. km (“\03‘

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight

C l ' V I
concerning the Univer51ty as a whole ? /€x;,‘j} hl'ffa/

, i ~ .Mu. “:0 \cKQ\\\-\‘1 (“U“HA “mo 1 0‘0”! U‘V‘C¥\N(flcfl[

.1 WNSK $0 “to gucceceA‘

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
0/10 (J‘C \M (\'\ Us"? UNSPXI‘Inq ¥im€8 0R m%1€\3 , C (
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School i:(\Q{f\rprj

Group 5 V 8

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

i__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

:3 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

.5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? .

l “de Being (10.1%)“ siuderfis I‘m ”the 6&m6 Stiuaiiibft

Q5 meg RProv-AmcmcanSWemlosX I mCWL (,LlO‘i oi: CSN’LS‘

\UflOCi’ were worried otbOCUL Be‘m Smssfid ML

MCSLL. (Mot 0me girls, bud? gags 01503 I (fl/fin ‘

mOmOL ed +0 mes? (050)0/6‘ {nicréé‘lfid {m Organrahqg
OL‘6Q£. qr €3FC)CLF!



2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

J: Oak; r6 03m?!- whaf swore, LOCK/177'“

W“CLF€‘ ‘leno

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘
ilélfs ‘ :{ Y\C}1}€: a~ ‘lCDH%'CLll\{ “\filk) Cl,f4 l‘% (1;§<3‘A

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. EVCQHCWL
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ,
Evaluation Questionnaire School f4q *, L,7C?‘5cf

Group I “

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

.21.

3. ‘5’ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the

5. ( How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

fiqgi flfiflVGQbh‘ AQfiVtob’ [/3 0—4/ {16' f¥7¢Zé

Lfléa lqué £~7”W*”V“W/ “*14- vhf/oflJLW/g



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

Rem”? r\b+‘~r\1'l~3 . bu+ T dict 0(“8‘3 ('66.
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Y\C%Mz/

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

V65, 1/ rail?“ WW”? +0 aoLm/e ““955
han/-

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School utn) go {at

Group ,

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Pair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _m2’ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. A?:’ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

4? Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

ZL/ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

—”’How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

7&L/ WWW



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

/7¥4', /Lsfiffi¢§2oped/0~71 ov6;{2, ¢$ 16:2;i0/6;44L’

qA/f4<% ngE—fl%°¢éé

WNW

WhatWadditional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

MWQ MIL/Vase»,

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

61W

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ’

$11}ng 0:")ch .
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School /2”nafl££S‘*$%IéNcp

Group 1

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __.; How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. .;L_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

,S—_ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

i How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like/yes: about the Symposium

0737; um if?"



2. What did you like the leas/t about the symposium ?

é) ’V‘Lg/ £//7M .-(;1/1/L//C//[Cz/w/f 7/077’
/
0/, /I“ (fl’ML—lfii%9%:2f * 2:(F72cc
W/QCMIILQw, ( ’ /

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Smposium Workshops ?
/) My*4:1 /(; /7(7.L¢éon\

4W /era/(J \_ :Z ”’/ //
C Cflia/sz/ b/'fjj//é/L<xr4/V/%: [/13 «6’79

A!’CC1'11
4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with

regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '1

c] ¢p7&/-Mrff::a257/,am<
J //£ zuwdiQ

yfl/,7;{541/7”
/

'EAXXXQi:é;fiz 46%;: 6’3 Leo i;;:é;y

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

*‘fii,7 1 7/9073,614,», a /



AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM .
Evaluation Questionnaire School

' Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __f How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

I1l

4. 5 E Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symggzw:m?

\J/u/ WWWM\% m



2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

Jaw ”11% WW m5ago/w *

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

fipmftfi SUCJL Ob Wild/L Moat?M

dwflmwg<mes 44m Maui Sim/Lb

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

if“: M (Wt

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. .

Mum
(
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire SchoolAbeHflxth§155A34JEbmmi

Group 5;

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. ’

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

é2__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

(5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
3" Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

Tm (Mung a? who wz AIL M 40¢

PWLPDSX o§ Mu» Wwomns PMQL
m 43mg .30th W m 11—932 m OIWWOJ



3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

62%‘i‘lg NO H4 73¢) W3 iohi. Wflounof

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

j: baiswz 2%ka was amp comm.

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? a

\(z'sy A (MM nevi. mi a qafl 46wa

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

1‘{WF\L>;VCNQ§:VL%§ u
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM 5w .
Evaluation Questionnaire School 5¥Xv?MA4éAJ1¢Mq

Group ifapt \J

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3: Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
' Symposium ?
iI . . . .

2. __ What 15 your assessment of the material covered curing
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium\\

5 I x” 7‘1 ,“ — _ ' ' \ ,’ 4 J , , q ~\% /\ ’\<’( l_ “,7 I" I l V E v I p {LU'LW/ “\V‘ r I ’ \“ 3'
«y .‘L ,a / ,

”(q f.) «W EL;
, I I n ,, ,’ ‘ .‘VV / {l I,/ K“,
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

. 4 —-//,’ ‘, I ~ . ,1 f : /l . . ‘
. , ‘r 4-, W04. .,, . . . ,2 x" , ,

, ‘ ' /' a .gX / / ,1 / . . \ - f 4 / , . My . .‘, . ‘ _ .I, «I ' .' :’ ”A , . ./ ’1 ‘
///,’l V, .. /r7., : '1‘“ > (ff * V; ix ‘1 I! [I X\:‘,r _, ‘- {a - —~

.- , ~H _. 7' - w' ‘3 ,v . f ,1- »-,I
7"/3J9//‘M7w
What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops 2 -/,§

7 ' I .‘ . 2 ' . t '
J' a - \ ‘w‘. ' P4. .

\\lw ,'
Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘

.* 1"" ." - r‘~ f
7‘": ~ ~.. - . -' ~ /\ . . ‘ § ' ~ A

I" *l "‘ I‘ l '
I )1. . i ) Km»! 1 , //

i ’1 v ’ ‘ \~ “it," \ ‘.. """"/ ‘f x
Ax _f‘ ., x - I"

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

2
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School (a //¥///;

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __/ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. [__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 3 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. S Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. / How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?-
Wm 4.4% MW 4,429 7% Mix/WW

A.puot¥ .bfijfékaocLéfl/cyflaaAéa,



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ? , {

M 4149/72 may (/5 c 4% flcwm/CW (kW/M7 WC MT]

,(Aféo; @ c 1‘ WM ”Mir/«.11 15- fl/LMMX’I §a‘m// “fine/A1"
“(/Aou/{fl/ 4‘1 me/(ibs/D’K-.

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? _

t/C Wx/L/ ”/14: QVW/ aW/Ww flzéw flMh . ‘

W~ flu, Wit/644: $1044 (95 W Wit“ fl/[fif 4W6’ZCV‘;

A #4” Wde) /%‘ ,M‘r
/

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

i2 zfv0wn gkabaiéfiyévé t7(«4“%”97*£%7¢e¢¢£wvooa/

M1/¢ar///‘L1/g/é/(wa [a #4“ MWMv’Q/(av Wéwcti . 64/4/44:
/k£47 Canvoo

/Wfihvu 1% ,£u%f7¢§n/Q;/WUZ aavxw/ HALM” AQ/QVLZy/ If

44,? MW W / 4am m -tzWM’/M W/ W ,5; - my
5. In 0 5 we lor phase, p ease describe your/opinion of

the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM . ‘ .
Evaluation Questionnaire School HQLkmufiggflfE£HQTEHQUC

Group Z ‘ ’

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _l How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. :5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. 2; Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. _l___ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the SympOSium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

”W5 Odiifldfifi 63? W «look: who afifc 09:39chng
us/Mwmpcgoqm (332$ q) 53‘9““ :30“)?



2.

3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

‘37 um «i M QRR cafe 0032th \«LRH Y

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards-to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

W?

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

:[?f$§1(fl“§g\9
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School [Lq Q;/%Zb4;gj

Group Z:d

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. 1%: How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ;;__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
4. :é Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
(/(XL.AA»%KD VLAA/ixyx/yW/I’Lbcot/ W1: C~o~v

(/v/ j“ up /€'(AN(cy4«4:7 taxi z4/k4/TLAijé (:&§3EU C#’“\((7

WWLWQQW7 flx/Q/M W€0thwa



What did you like the least about the symposiu ?

Lu (#1 431 CW 9w JUUM‘” . L/VQEva/w '06 {PM ‘
/ a . ,
L, pug/00 Jay-1. mWWVL' . (/dfi mMfiA/Q(Q A/Q Ova/94%

~ mflmW (as: JK—Culd {Po Mat/Och L
Larodvk 5XJVb’ ”bhkfl q>ujidiflkfli/
What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

AL?) I JW W\W (J (rt/yum bppLA/C,

L. CLMLob " I

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

zvkj VJ\CK> hVGVJL%TQLQ(:} \J«1/LXJVLJh/«A\CQ

W’ ~ 91/ (SILK/kg” m. L Qfl,~V;CC,/L/L/ (me (

(3 [\ant CLL Q VVLL ow , AMI/"UCLA, (L CL 3 VLF/Q”) mi. bbf’fi/n( ,
S. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of

the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM jmffiC—AIT: 5“” I 1,.
Evaluation Questionnaire School Humw},jffl&,pygv

Group Q

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. .

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3: Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. /__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
t . 4 n'u.» m": .\wr. \r‘ 1“} 1* 7t it ‘1‘)(1 \h ’ I" " ‘ . , . ‘\
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

EJ3145>229~X¢ l; g :7/ - , ,2 3/ ~. ,3

/)1\{ ,',\II!! AW.)

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
/ ,‘ lV.) >/{‘ / H .- V," ' 1/ / /l\‘/ ’3 ”‘6 fi / I“ ,1 ‘1“, j‘—) ”VI/I '7 Cf) ‘_

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

H9091),m ;
“L\ f 3‘ l\..,j '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

A {3, ~ "A; ’
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

__/ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

l __ What is your assessment of the material covered during
' the Workshops ?

Z Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

3 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

I) >
cx_ How would you describe the general attitudes of those

people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
/ ,4 K“1/ I ’ , I 1'! A -, (I /' /) :f’v SJ I, f
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2. What did yop like the least about the symposium ?

2", VA, " ‘ ! ~ ,4 —. f \_, _, ‘J- ,\ ‘ /,lu

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

/ I) .. -l
“’ I I.“ g ’ / W .. I, .4 . ,/ n ..,,.
:V v f . LL. < 2/} /{ //7\\/ i '1’ sly-1“.) L ”7 '(‘I (1,. \Llr/j ‘

‘ \. 1

,1 . , \

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

/ , i I /

1/

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School (gntpaiev“(,9LCQ

Group 3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _fl' How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

'__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

:3 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

5; Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

I \leA m 091“ \'\Qc.r'<\‘3<1i megs Otmé \V‘LQ
*Ogt «'le “\QSS ‘



What did you like the least about the symposium ?
I .- .Lush .i (Let/V14 key“ bud Ox ACLK/ or jRoe JCWjQT,

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Mom: Hawk you» on ewes

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

~y~L5‘ 1 SOWKA OWA' MorQ +\'\°~Y\- QU’Q? \LLOV+
‘“ CL PVQ.C£0W\.AC\¥Q_ Wk‘o4k" ‘notiloa *k&+ 1 \xan
40 (is So moi“ WLorQ Nkaw i\uz wkic 40 éqi L721,
In one word or phase, please describe your opinion 0
the Symposium.
I nstr-er3
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM i725f77f’éQZZéDZZ, .
Evaluation Questionnaire School HUMAN'THES

Group 2

.4

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Pair 4= Poor S= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. . How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

The Sympasmm helped m +0 umdie rsta hd

(bx/3630 and realize MO I Eat—M/ 74M - N30

it helped me Lmderstavwd «the @5068 4—

happemmgs on (lama/LS MHV CHEF r3088-



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

Tin/31L mare upmrcbssmen wgsmL

mVO’Vfid.

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

HUGE/H. €E¢2WES .‘

(more. d€+ai lab

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

ES) +M @VMPOSILLM opened rm <8 63

andV remhvajred me: sh fivtng +0 gig/oh
M\/ qOOJQ \

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School £EJu¢zt£c+y

Group 3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes 6: No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _‘I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

gram:
2. L_' What is your assessment of the material covered during

the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?
“X S?

5 on d you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium. ~

1. What did you like most ::3ut the Symposium ? }

M M323WmMq 2:“;
131 00 m0?!” ,. 3A '
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

W'd ijas Cow/Wee},

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

gas. M was EAL‘Qflw/l

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

.“WWMW%
WOW/La),
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM . '
Evaluation Questionnaire 5Ch°°1 .UfV/MCHu/C’

Group L{\d ‘3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. ‘

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
‘1; Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

“1/

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _mfi How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ? ~

!
What is your assessment of the material covered during

the Workshops ?
2. —-"b

g Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

2 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium .‘3

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

,111/ {LU/23 a ' mf (JaHLL/(t/ ex per/{flag

I MN mug/Jr 90.37%



5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
I “jig Vi)? JI\U\%\ Of'cqujfu]1(} (11 ~}h( HIU;\:fiyx[_

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

‘E§3913Ufiir\
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM .-
Evaluation Questionnaire School Wu/7r16&/

Group #1 S

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __| How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. I, What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 5' Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. Z How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

30cm} 4. View») New we»..€mc..,.
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4.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
v/ ‘L' “76‘éfL. +0 bi. U"

01/0 *7 7/ 5% 7 : 30. swmuw d" Ms. W;- «may
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/ i

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Letc/

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

‘3”) 52 £14 (142"- £24 fut; fi/ocaéa 47L

&qu6/L cm.

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

amaw/ flora/4a,?
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School C4mhngp+H,&

Group (if

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. __§’5 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

fl
2. g What is your assessment of the material covered during

the Workshops ?

3. .; Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. '5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. 2 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

LO'flu-P/ \b{_& (1/; *5/‘LLL7CL/(Jc (J cwgfl’ (jg/ugly] I
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2. What did you likerthe least about the symposium ?
," {/ 5/0“ A‘ {It L/')(/L( (1, /[U’(/ 0 /d(/K vartk; \";L"'vvcvs. L‘,

(.7111 ”(4C 50 7U, IL?“ ‘/6 uéf 11c.“ MP?) , {cg/(7&2; 1 (4/44“ n (=6: ; 1
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have

discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

. "’ I, lA ' . L, 1a 7' v,“ Lb-"","flit,1" l yI' V} \\ _. V y L,L<.
'./

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ‘
Evaluation Questionnaire School 1%GUWML¢d3.fw$¢,JaQQ

Group ‘t*2\ (

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _;l~ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. :1:; What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. :j" Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. £1 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. ;L_ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

WM 0}me 4:0 mm Qafijknudwfmu
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What did you like the least about the symposium ? .

‘7”\QD%' ‘19~“69~«1p\~ k%£\fié;frt3CN<LAe *fo “7vu~x\§ffla
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ' .. ~ \sz\~-
\JLJFZtLan/ Q}% CyLarufvnfiy V¢wl}fl. QLéi:iitcfiJwv~CQ LA«

| SOL/“\C/l 544/16}, .L,/)x/C,VU,M(/ m 543“»:

C4 ””1, (Sm flMfi

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. I I
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School[Q%Vpa/Afif ¢Qjéajkw7flg

Group 0!

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. [ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

g __ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
CfiJ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium



3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
7 , , ~ A

~41 WM 45% /~€/2</ 4/1290 49, r 1\.

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘/C4}/!ailfi\

jag/fad W MM W 44 44%/ 404%

W?” Wfl JO % £24294?

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. C£%ZCQQ(/&QQVA’
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire . School 4 . “1/

‘Group 5

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __/ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. Z__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

éé Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

/
3:2 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

. What did you like most about the Symposiumw?

W% A mé %4z/ /
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

k<gga£yz€/ Zifiéi7‘7Q4bé; //tyiéizgykié7ciiiéikh/ég éégéééié

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
::?cerning the University as a whole ? ‘

7 “ 2 at?) Z/I/Lb’i/ Wél/h’é‘

a

In one word or ph se, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. a; ‘QJUM4LZ:¢/L/
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire 5Ch°°1 ELDQULEBELJQISGroup E]

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3: Fair 4= Poor S= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE
/‘

_;A How do you feel abOut the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

é;_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

/
al4g Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the

University in anyway ?

5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

( How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium. ‘

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?



2. What did you like the least\apout the symposium ?

616 ‘1?” kaéégg? ;&§4JZ dlxfifiép/éjggb/iouezvé/

fa¢1(vf3 gqfi¢y7f 5&2,’fazryn¢uZLiarfl /

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
cone??? :Ze 2253a? ZLwholeW/éé/ cg

”Fad: % W75 M ”(SW

S. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Sympos:2;ézx2¢//
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School 15,15

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. :2 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. Z;_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

é Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

/ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

vl/LLWWW2Mc/yééb WWO

111: Awflw? W

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

W04 W

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

WJMfiw
5. In one word :ZWphase, pleasedescribe your opinion of Aziex

- the Symposium. ZAAJ;E:E;
I
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro——American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. __ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

I
/'



3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.



.4

AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School finiles

Group t¢§

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good = Fair 4= Poor = Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. __ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

c . . .
Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

\

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

H was 051 M954 50% me am} Uer inCormLIOQ7
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘jfs

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. / ~¢

J’Vca,
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM "
Evaluation Questionnaire School éfida{rmkyn7wg

Group If” d

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Pair 4= Poor S= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1n __g2 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. [__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

6.}@Has the.Symposium changed your prespective of the
Univer51ty in anyway ?

Q 5’ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

fix“ war W! Del/(.000 W
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

J, mm W) malW W

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? (fies) .L.

CgCLinefii \+41Q;+ (L573422j324CQ— k) ,LL

“(1d ‘OS‘L Git/Mm 444x fiéflém
butéJV/e 1C ~H~

0 W 2 mule W W flu
Ma; ’
In fiziétzéug?iéfia§§§jgi%§§é describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM .
Evaluation Questionnaire Sch001(§jMC&¥aW7

Group 2";

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

_\

I

‘5. Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?5

_!9__ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

‘\ \~.t did you like most about the Symposium ?l. W a

j) (it/Ltd KHLL; 930%wa vhb (9m;
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2.

3.

4.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during t e Symposium Workshops ?

1/)ij110‘le kj” \“l A}? d/W/(jUUJ/Lq WCQ/ LCé/JLLL/‘LLI/é
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Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ' ( 0,)

/ 1&5, L
/l/1

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ' A

”7YLJQAJ”
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM , .
Evaluation Questionnaire Schooléégfiék32%kflé.éghby

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6: No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. “ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. I What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

,1.

1

_.___1_

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

Skew/(5,9 3» («-1 /w



What did you like the least about the symposium ?
[‘00 ffi/fl/j

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
fl/C) :H7 h”)

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

w»

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. , ,

/fl/’%f/77/97L/(,E



AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM H
,fi ”19‘Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group a

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. 4 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

q What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

S Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

.5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

I! How would you describe the general attitudes of those
" people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.



.40
AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ’-
Evaluation Questionnaire School Aré SCK/ICC g

Group (

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _g;- How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. LZE_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Er. Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Sym osium ?
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM (/A/J
Evaluation Questionnaire School .

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4: Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _E;~ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 2:2; What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

706C (fifla%f%w02%/ r’ll”€¢b%77o4fiyé



2.

3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

W5

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ’zx ,
Evaluation Questionnaire . SChOOl EZX4n29.

GroUp Q

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

:2. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2 What is your assessment of the material coVered during
the Workshops ?

55' Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

:5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such 3 Symposium ?

:2 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

“mm W allow-org W
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5.

What did you_like the least about the symposium ?

FfLL ‘ My ALJAAJLJ$m3

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? LvQLAD

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.<23rflde:£,
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School §§§2£ZZ212¥J§2Q1

Group 52 '

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. ( How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. _Q;1__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ? '

3. CS Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. :5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

M”d‘ 1.4%Q””WWW”>J ' {xi/VOW
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2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire 'School Ciqdumrgcg

Group fl 3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _.l How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. I What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. g Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. 5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. 2. How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the SympoSium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
us G~tok§J~<HW—Cw wufihen.ui refluokd +1413,463! . L i“ W



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

J

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

‘6”

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

A ”Mg/,6”, fig. Askew Wlmws'
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AFRO‘AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM I »
Evaluation Questionnaire SChOOl =_

Group '_

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. '

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _;Z/ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ? ‘

2. 2::_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
%:// the Workshops ?

3. K Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

//
4. 5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. / How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

{3.0m $25850")



2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

//‘—'—\.,//,,

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

c3“;

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

?//WV\%
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Evaluation Questionnaire School éflWnewuwy

.Group <1 J

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3: Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. (__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
,~,. >— - V, ’ / ’ , , ' .fl ’
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? 'Qéaz

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the SympOSium. filfi4~“€(.4m95dflpg/ dHLd: ALIf)! (
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School ijfi-YY)S

Group :5

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. :;_ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

?.__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

53 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?



2.

3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

“JV/u

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

1
Wit/~91
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

/ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

___/;_

3‘

5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

1 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

531$ .LWJZJUéGW1/7‘444¢EWV3-



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

mar/Ag?

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘

fl”

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

W
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School (QHdWL 1LLM¢AL

Group I

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. . What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

WWW WMMLOfW
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
D a

‘ «gpfinlAAQno4_ I

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

‘Yw, VLM/JMWMW

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM .. -
Evaluation Questionnaire ‘ School Ckvqfn,r,

' Group };’

Your throughtful answers to thefofl/wing questions will provide
helpful information concerning the{evaluation of the Afro--American
Symposium. \\ K

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _.I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. {__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium .



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

f ”{av/[1) o/ [11/ ,7, Lil >414!» / '
I' Ir..

//€..»/ (”f/n 1} ’. a: -- M’ - ' w ,1I,

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

(AI ,4: ..._J
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Pair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

1.

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

<

2 : How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium .I)

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?_ ,

“494' A. (“\ONQ. hot fix {6‘3” cs( T»? \I ' ‘17‘“"“ ""1"



2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

K) (iii {' J\ Vx <a\
\J

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

)0 v: f’\ “kw

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

(up u\\ ., ‘ ‘
\3/c£<fix“'” Q-k/

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. - . l
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Evaluation Questionnaire School ,~r _}q~ fitjjx

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. A How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. Z__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. {5' Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?__2_

5. i How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

J“. o M1491».Q4 ,4 i"; ,4 4,4,4 4i.‘iO 41/ "it
I
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
1‘ (”jg ‘ . , .' . a: ‘.

I 1:44-. f .2 I? N j )0 1. :{ymjm M [U

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

l x r i ' I
W .'.‘ , . ' ' « .

%“‘k a “ 1‘ ‘ '-~'-‘\J‘v‘:} ’ .m L ' - , L. , , x«I . . V
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5. In one _9rd'or phasei-piéase describe your opinion ofD {J
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School (11- €IY¥5¥§fir.n“Q

”\Group ‘
/

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good = Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _“ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

2; Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
\5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

71:5» 4%! As an surfF ”C’s"{f”§‘w«.

L 1 ~ ,
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

a .r. ‘;., / ,_ ‘ [ .. VJ."
‘\r_,/’ H g [v fi/fl’b V ’1’) / ff: 6." IfL’z? 6:: 3" ,l", ftyéivs‘-

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

W4\.m~—~ ‘ '

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

A) a.

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of

the symposium. A I. a
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _;¥~ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

I/ I
2. ,;; What is your assessment of the material covered during

the Workshops ?
A Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the

University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
l"/ 'l I ‘ K.’ 7 /,’Q ' r l 'u ~ A 'J/< /_.~./c¢.-‘;/.) ~21, ' . ,. n.0,: at, ,(1/3"1/", u . I;
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
x. ,1 /. ' .. . ..-¢J “v.1 ,,

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

' f? A '_, I.»,—

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Evaluation Questionnaire School él’”03“9@f€flg;

Group //

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __i How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

__l__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

fl:
\J Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the

University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

fi'
.)

2: How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
“fl \ l/ . fl ’3 ._ ,
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

H (pr;:<3“~3, “\LLXQ 391" *‘x-“n: ”Tr“ .9 y» 43);“,
<‘rz, yrs ‘wxa ._ T’uu? ‘,? 53$ 9)». " 2 - //

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

\JEDK

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

\ /_,~ I.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __i How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such 3 Symposium ?

:1.

~5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
,..I‘a|
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?
; . l (‘ f‘l 4‘" ‘ t1). I ,

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

,.
qeg ‘1 \eomed oi Eta-t

WT} p3. :‘\. :i “now “£0 5&5}: an
new— vicar.

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Evaluation Questionnaire School 7Tf/ @3f’/f7

Group $1

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. ‘

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. I What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

What did)you iiZ:/most about the Symposium ? Ii!
” u/



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

;Knbgl/Q tAéO/iJQLLZ;lZQL

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

, r- 7 ‘ -- .,
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School Enquwru,c

Group L~£X J

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

:1.

42.

.5—

_5__ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

:1 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? ‘
I “/ng Lip Pg ['3' 4/4, [kg kl} “Ht? (/"iwl’ou§ {57-511 U ”U
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
w E I j .‘ 4 ,~ I.‘ (3 /\’Tg -1‘ ,a ‘ ‘3 '. «J I \ . 1.". ,K I) .m‘ x" ’r’ . ‘ ' r ‘ Ml.g 0 V V ’ * K'J $512 é] ‘ e _ ,\_ I \ l, 1A- ’ \‘v i - i [/ L/'€1 re 1L0 a :I /J Y . ‘
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

lW4") , 0. SI [{f‘a “Lt .454.- I'M-4‘ j. r. 164;“; "g 3'' I ’ UK.) ' i 1.1 ".‘I
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In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4: Poor = Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. J_ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. |‘__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
4. E; Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

'X \\ Keg, some, {Ocdefivamew - no. We, cfiirx—X-MAQS
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?
‘q,,\- ” Wak",‘ n A
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

Lie»: . TL}: 063*va mug, \x-xo‘xw‘fu amexa
.'u ‘\ ‘ r 6" H" '1‘

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM r\
Evaluation Questionnaire School w ’1

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. '

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5: Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. §§ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. I __ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. is Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. 5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

S. 1 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

mm—WMuseum

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

W

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
' regards to motivating you and providing a new insight

concerning the University as a whole ? '

910.,WWWW W

W
Wbflm U.i09u~

oc up WWW:.
5. In one wor or p ase, please describe ur opinion of

the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group :2 V fl
1

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ;;;_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

gic§‘ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

fzuarlgiiihby~ayt,j£1¥l—oflfiiba¢¢,



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

71% WW

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? 2/

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. .

éahjq?éy%?a43;?UMLZLJK£7L;3%gQflWw¢Z%:QJ ’
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. -

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ? "

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such 3 Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

If} Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

LJANDRA L/xufismt‘aENWm M507 dale/We

IN OUKSiEU/ES.



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM , W
Evaluation Questionnaire School W g/l/wnjzj ngmsg.

Group N L

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _L How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. i __ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
. K O \, v ‘ i ‘ ,RVFV”
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Evaluation Questionnaire School /~&q/o7¢nx

Group [Xyg \;

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE
I1. How do you feel about the overall organization of the

Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
~University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

[ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium
/

Mr Megs; 5/36,;9J C"
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3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School LAMAJ.

Group I

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2: Good 3= Pair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ;Z__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

5: Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

hint LAVA? £431) Hf) QJ‘LVCD . (\G‘M 4



5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
7 'l is J: I.) (3 C"

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?Kj1 “raw /C¢»)4w“&ia

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ngpfft
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

‘Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro--American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3: Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _.| How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. LELL What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

a 5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

2; How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

Wmmgflwflézérflw WWAJKz



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

21115

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

We.
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Group ’

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. ;L How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. \ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. Would you recommend other incoming-Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? _

tau WWW w/W ,/w Maxi/k fem/Jaw

M/aflH—W/WW) flaw/LUVU ‘



2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
k}ki.[@WL9’4hLKU£4 ¢u/Qdc/ éLCflQ 6L8&%%;1'L/7 AQ£¢M/{zflw

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

DDCWLJ\_'

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

W

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of

d CUM m0/2/0wa (
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __[ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symp051um ?

2. __ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

/

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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GIOUP QflQiRQMS

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. __l- How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 1__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

I \xhgci {'hg iQQix’m) c‘ir’ b‘MZK Uhfi‘j winck

E WNWQQ 4.2mm “\Q Sumfhsmn‘.



n ,2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
I a gt; a T f" \‘3 1‘ .2 k x , ‘- 1 ~> f” I. 7‘. SQ 3. ‘9 0' w’ 1") g? +11, W»
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

W

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

I 4%Qgr“ *‘ ”‘ Ufrq :n‘V&0fi{nQ .nxd I
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School firm: I”

Group I —? {Ju

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE
/7

1. 4:; How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 2Z__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. 3, Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. 2; How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
,:L’ *I,' :H{VftOAff K ;, (ffl? IiKQ kflt£,kT«$4. 1
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2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
. .L .; 3 A ‘ _ .\fx \ . . , I ‘ . J l", ’ K ,, .. t

. ',\ “.1
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

‘1)..

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
H wigglw e‘a « ~ he
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM f/
Evaluation Questionnaire School flfi'flvvvovflf

Group 2L'

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro--American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. / How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. Z __ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

Z How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

71! [7/1/0931 {/34 ((K 4/ // MS}I?”3340/!



3.

5.

What did you like the east about the symposium :f/

fl/ 7%! Wfl/g/ ’7 j/z/C My f/

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

0/ (flu/f8

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

my7,, /
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Evaluation Questionnaire School (It:~ I ‘Fng/

Group 2 f ’

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. ._1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ;g__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. Q; Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
UniverSity in anyway ?

4. if Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

S. 4 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? JTV- 494/ ‘fltfir
Inoré. afiouj* rhv5afé' good A0“) 4” 5L““”°AQ' ’fi

€0//Q9.Q. I



3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ? IZfl VVmMAQ

m Q éta / /"K‘Q Z: {pow 5m/% 9 05/75, 150‘ 5 oLC .e 4071
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? '

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?,2143)

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposmm. I WG-5 f0,a//y 9&0 ,n & (”fin/“e
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 2%;_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

E; Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
2 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

2o filer 0/ w/60/flag

a. j 371:] PAM ,flpr «Maya/J xéfiQ/WL
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‘What did you like the least about the symposium ?
/ .

/",
i/fi‘”,"Z//z/LQ/L/C.j / . .. g. l .7 _

I O > C/ I ‘ M‘ ‘j/ (CM‘W t/‘\ / :
What additional topics, If any, would‘you like to have ,7V<J
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

///I

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. Q. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
"-' 7Symposium .

2. .1» What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

S Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

_2\_

3.

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

ywmfm61229?sz /¢M./Z



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

flflfij

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
'77/5'K K, I

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the Univegsity as a whole ? ‘ /

%ammfiefl ’
, 2/ Lou: ‘\ C~o ax 7nh149‘22}4& i;
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5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of

the SYmPOSium. CWfVA/é ,~- 1%erjl/TM'6
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Group f y

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _n/ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

JM/ fie/Maj flaw/21M WWW 2%
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2.

3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM éz/
Evaluation Questionnaire School h4AJ /9/hr//

Group [ \iLQ7-
\

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _.‘ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. cLL: What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

/ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

. What did you like most about the Symposium ?



2. (g§at did you like the least about the symposium ?

“li‘un{g (/L{D {3:} (933363 qu K~W\J F3“Y\CY1f7Ucoi:j

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole 7 '

(3&5 .j «“9\[fo' \D‘OU%\+ mace uQObblnf

£19 Km mnowwylogm who @51ng ammo!

mm mm [All Sm 40 My ( . . f
our opinion 0S. In one word or phase, please describe

the Symposium. -
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School 55%C7(‘3}A,

Group gfi \J

Your throughtful answers to the following questions w1ll provide
helpful 1nformation concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code.
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

How do you feel about the overall organization of the1. __.[___
Symposium ?

[__ What is your assessment of the material covered curing
the Workshops ? .

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

2.

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

9
What did you like most about the Symposium

/ \ W MWULD {Brut} J\{l

m W\S- C\ak_'k§J‘ (LVKJK-MC: ijfiQN. ,./X ‘3’iN/XF’O‘OJA”H -
}L13

l.
Didi)



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

{EM/7 OJ") 5' ’ 41/

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the Univer51ty as a whole ? g)?! {H}(;y)/

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the SympOSium. KEV v iwv1t
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM , !
Evaluation Questionnaire School afw‘)2~7€(d !“‘(,.5.

Group I

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __i How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

<3, Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?_l_

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

The 5 mpaswm gave me 1 mqsehc a sense at“.

arr-i + 0A was moi Where We'll" ‘93" “We
3

Cflfi “EkwarCAOfS,



3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
'IT '. I ' “ 7.7,)”,"2‘" "in"Nail/13 , gagged avg/Jr “27’

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ye: H, help

[ .
me Foaflzeé some promems ~+ho~4 (.005 m pm»

Mr. V

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of

I
aboui my mack eruH-We ”:29 ma ever ‘vmd
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM , ,
Evaluation Questionnaire School [Sky/Mffiww/Vy

Group 2

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _m’ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. £2__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

f5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

7M FEDPLE/ HUM/6 WWHrflfi Haw/lg 'H/e {MI/V/oQML



3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

F009

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

V85 1 If WA; Vary IWFOVMMEL/EH

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

a VWK/ wwny/me EWéVI'en/Ca-.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

1 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

€372 ' \WWWQZéJ/aédil/

of W



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

\vfljt, fwefigr J/Z;QOMQ /é2:Cé%q> 1%; CZ/KEZf;/" /%”1éz:%é%
,4

agéfl/Ltore M15. ,Zaww 15¢ a’ézM ”wt/é 2:4 ‘z 71 /Z/\,]
M,

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole 3 '

X 7 -
VQ‘ [15/i /,,.'14,\6?////\Q ,/,,)/‘L\_(2 géé Q gM/‘é

WM pig ”V7 63%

S. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM EQUQ
Evaluation Questionnaire ‘ School k/WQQAtoic

Group 5L U

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful informatiOn concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. £2 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

i What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

l How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

. What did you like most about the Symposium ? {,1\

WC? Maw/k Hi, u042,031 ”()me

DWLUDL, JMWJM W VWKIQJLQJOIDK3

(”SW/MW



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
9 9 .f 1 . N "

V‘é/M L\fl}§;) I C" J. {.1 \fl~ 1.! I hub— LA) LII / . -’-‘5Lb ‘ -

VflJ}4}74“LAS JELEJI‘, N’.ma 1

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the §ymposium Workshops ? ,

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

d cum111d. L91(Lu/:1 A
119%.“) g (f 292 “VM/u-o’ v I‘m/s” I“...l'wc ww‘ MW

33V,\ifid Mm wdjo mmmo‘.

. word or phase, pledge describe your opinion
the Symposium.Mag/“mks
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM '
Evaluation Questionnaire School fiéflyuflynhflhmlajyguVa

Group / ' "“

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

/ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
:é Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

qva%k'47 ‘uéujVKddQ 77U3/é47ékagzrauflcttf
7726/ Ozzy (2, ”5.5590461 mo Mud tfiww Q #06
anta/jmyfl%fi



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

e7 flaw/3., {‘C'K’Ult/é/ 731(5ng DUI/07435584 T/Lc Marta/mp1-

J/xe (1/7 (walk! he €072fr.

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

. [g 7 / 1/ 1 ,/‘m n 15',ngfi7wwm rm ,vé(wm @mflé a W“Wfl14 /-4
/ ‘

L)"/’Ia{ k9 /J&’7H&{/rl/ A? M69716 [LL/$1.643 3/] [M kflQ/(fli

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

1 m mi.Vi(j /@
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ' (fl
Evaluation Questionnaire schoolpA/W">

Group 1

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _AL How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 22 What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
:£: Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

/
How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?__\_1__

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

(4/311 prafluu m d,(uf.zja7/0(/ w W”! flaw/5Wfl(9;

éuéal£1233 A243 0&MWUZL/YNQ UWVHQLQ 50¢ [/;:) Z”M/ /HICLZ£3

»£ha/nchi’ mi‘u.«-"irw‘céa«7 3&1er 123 10a262.14er

“My {11’} Q)7053ww7awwHw:121.15 1Q Q/Ww‘
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ? LLQ
m, .: E . / 9 ‘ (fl I! A ‘A I] n ,«V , . 3- ,} I . /‘*-" K A ;: 1.1}; ’4} (A ,

U, A . fl) (2/ I . A" A,-J:..-<’Av’l‘~-<‘~~*"'< Riv-[AU

‘L/"UAD bud} (ax/£4524» d/ a; WWW/Mum.» A:

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? //m

A/
a

, - a ,f .

S. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

in ‘\ ‘ i I
“kér/i“ Cut-w ’ .



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM J *1
Evaluation Questionnaire School V '. £5;

. Group 3 -

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. | What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

.5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
15 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you rlike most about the Symposium ?

'”Rx-JMU; 5201.1)» {1 QQ‘K‘JM OUJ3116‘”.ch

. ,5- r c f.-» ,«~ ‘ C...
&( f'p“*’fk\\€; (L“”~ "' (I. .1 J



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

" “ » " inns-7%"
‘.

\ xx}. \ x \ ; t ' _ ‘1. ’ ' ' ‘ ’.

; a , ‘1 \. '~ . 4.: .\ if“ r‘ 9." -' ‘- A: a; I I- ' "l.\ In“ I} ‘
“What'additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

b

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ; .
\ ’ f~ .r - r‘ f ‘, .. ~ - A > y m 3" ‘ 5 , l

1"~

'. ‘ l 5 .A!"‘ A .‘ u -‘ r u ‘ , "I, V

5. In one word or
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire ' School (ihMfl/;;

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6: No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _J. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

l__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

1 1513M 1W; (4.143% 4)aw1L.
,. ‘\ ‘ ‘ f“. ; ( l >»\gfiVIF l;¢ » fr? ,n,‘ [J\ ,

(f\ ~+()\:
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2. What did you like
my \ - X f

. _.. . ‘1 .. , , - ., ~,. c _ I ‘ _
, . I , , A _ f . . _ . , .

the least about the symposium 9
.\J_O

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight ‘
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘Efigs j: CJAT}{ 0?

f,» I h l " in“ ‘ I ' I \ ‘ . 1 Q V (IN ‘ ‘j '-
r ~ ~ ,_ ~ _ ~ A» n 4% sax 0W m:i u._~‘ . ‘ ‘.W - .- .,w. . aw , \ ~ 40 ~ . a
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S. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School /(:

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5: Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

4. I Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

(7}L CdQflzééa 7\\ ,ZQZZ:;;2/ "igéf/

ouOva flk /f¢éfl7£ «téaA%¢. 4%: 4%;44u6(,



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ? ,

7A6 ;&.¢—/' +/\(2 /‘ 067 /3"\ MS‘ (4/ {re ..: (1,) {lift/l

_. 3;
.1. +9 W a“: ver/ WC {I/ “I‘ApJ-Mf (

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? éyyég

I
ZPc¢/// .511ch 3,0“ 5. FCC/[NJ *AA'J’C'

x I
- . no

TAR-S can/0"»? Car-t 6i at a Coowf/ me”

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. fireaf’
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM M
Evaluation Questionnaire . School Etyvp€?,M-\

‘Group H J ”if

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

_J§ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

!__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

2—. Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

\T M ofiuiudtS 910 KIM “P809542. .m/ah/de In) “in,

0“ d iMMv~n.a+.*~z'€. '3 (M56 \K. rm wheat “CM.
SvflmokQ u. 5 mm %Q\.{



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
K’" . g \ .. « 9 .\ , A (:i .’_ \ ("J J "' E ". . , .. 3,33” 3-",

ll ‘1?"“3‘; » .‘ *c"‘. .I _ C, 3 3
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? L

,C .
. .3 (N ,

\IVPS; \l 6““ :D‘u: 4‘6‘3 :, 1' ‘ fig. ‘/ C NC A f. "'j' t 17/ ‘1" )’\_

40 do xx m :1“ o a n wt“? .. gr" ,3 .,-

2.) pic, ..H:. '
5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of

the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM fl} .
Evaluation Questionnaire ' School 23%“ Lift;

Group “

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _“ How do you feel about the OVerall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. L_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. @ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

55 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

, _ n,(- ~».,,r’ .»,- w .~W,, .H. . r..~,\/\, ull}-1. i,ggfixi,'jglk :.H;tu\Jl.t he.' (4 . iii; \1;,: C/flfgkj -n ;;r,tp(1)flc)\j . j P x 4
”/22“ 27.44.70: (pl-ind “771:1. gram. if 2166’» 34a?” of Afar/we”
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?
/ 4' '

(d gfi‘JflA-Wgfi
(J

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

7%

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? kflga , “£71
(. l ‘ , ‘ j ‘ ‘ . ‘ . I.
“/3" z' 9 Viki, U lefl- ‘7‘“"3’51 CTN ,;.,-,,_.:=(1 7)) ‘..'. his”

fizykb’LZ‘) 5”; Vi}, [yard—b '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the‘Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School Elic'tvxgcd Ghaymyxw

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _.I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. L_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

(.2

4. {5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. / How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
, f’ /r(_/

T/ze ;/,<c¢’%6; g/ —//zrr firm/v
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

.- I 7: 1/ fr) <2 (i flex: /“ :7 arr": 27 )

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

/ — / 41,." ' 1' ,‘5 r"'?<.r < .14? r“ - ’7‘ I.) -T‘
/

' ‘f 1’3 31; c "T S-

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire . School Weak—C47 farmer

Group 7" 2%

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __[ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. L__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?__@_v_

4. 5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?__/__

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

in- ”gm/90%WWW



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
may

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? Ewe C; 5%JVJ

/
MFA {in (Zmflc [1/07 ,

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

.0 4121/3 I ’M (“6/ A«Anal/7 WWJL
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire . School fi/wpnxcrzU/Ic

Group [J

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _.Z How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. L__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

,5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

Z How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? H
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?
'1 ‘1 1-, rhl‘lj’fl' / .m )/ r ' ,- r’
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 'Z__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

4. 5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

MamieW



5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new i 51 ht
concerning the UniveMle ?92& A; 2 E49 :1

' f ._ a...
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In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. 5%
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. '

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __‘ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ‘__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
Lemme/j WAc/rs d961,“, £7’60/Lf 0/4 fl/(C/ ffé



What did you like the least about the symposium ?
'/

Wguary IV/Hr/c Q/é/ Hf Cr,”

What additional topics, if any, would you 11 e to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? LUflég

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?(/@’5

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. 1;), Cam];
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro—American
Symposium.

Please respond to.the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2: Good 3: Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. __Z How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. Z__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Z Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

/ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

/ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium 2
If
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

111——

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

I”

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

__J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

I What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

:1: Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium
\nfip'uo‘kom W \Une, QOCuHfl
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

“‘er mean; ~33 \Q‘BV» ..,.\_DO lung .

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

Léeg

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _./ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. c;E;. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

:5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

gé Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

/ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ”s/L/D .

S. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the SYmPOSiumo l1, (,(Jafl’l? (L (j M (7:1,, (Z /i') (.1 [ft/e; (7 “hm/J
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Pair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ;1__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. _5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. .E Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?__/_

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

JM glow WWO»



3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

(
177/”l;/

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

w." »» I

In one word or phase,
the Symposium.

please describe your opinion of
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

_;g How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

I What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

1 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the followings
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
\
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
A

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

“y. ‘ y. |

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

\ ,I;~.

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

\\A(f‘(-,’
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _.Z How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. [__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. Z Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?E

4. )5 Z Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. / How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following'
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

/[./j”y 'l” ,3, f, 1" ,3

What additional topics, if any; would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

O/i sf"

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the_Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

l

/

.__1?_

5. Z How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like mostfi;€:ut the S posium ?n/
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3.

5.

What dig you like the least about the symposium ?
‘77 41/} ,0 r

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
”/X 0“) LL,

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

// Cd.“

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the.5ymposium. -w... rat,
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _.‘ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. L__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?‘
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2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ' qus

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Group ’

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro—American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. {__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

6 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium 2
I ‘ / /'~ ~ . .-
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

fl

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

1%m 1/ /
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Group “ ~J

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _;1—- How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. :LL_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 9 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. i; Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. 1L How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

wrmrirwmmrlm,



2.

3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

k urn/613}. [J‘QWI

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

V691; .

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

M
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Group éLV

helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide

\w

l. __| How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. \__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

cf3. o Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. 53 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

S. \ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium?

JL 11.9.19 ’05:” Wm“ 90 MWAQ l“ 9‘0 ~Q
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
tag.) )1, , _. ‘

1 A 1' ‘, , /

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

I" "IN“,

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

\\ k\ ) ') >'1 -‘ _/ ~_ 0’
\

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ‘ 41‘ I
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Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. __| How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ${__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Ca Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Nohfl

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

\Its

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair = Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __l How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ‘__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

What did you like most about the Symposium ?

~zw/{Z’MW/dlf34r1% ”rm/é” /W
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?
Q

fi/ywaojj WM W .

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

/1/d/VE

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

W

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

WW
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Evaluation Questionnaire School lfvfiauhthp%J
Group ___£1 ‘7

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _;Zfl How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2;: What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
’ \
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2. dflhat did you like the least about the symposium ?/I" 0"")
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have

discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

V86

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE
/

l. _J’ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. . What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

:2: How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

flflr. w)1}+%AQffi%4 oijcku



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

l_/./

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘

/flfi®0
x}

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. 4?
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM r .
Evaluation Questionnaire school <§;{63H3effihp

Group (“Z V

é/{'W—1;)

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _.’ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 1 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. \ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. ( How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
5' In
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2.

3.

5.

l ”I“. {v 1 ? y ‘
(SLUJfL’i’*vrix r

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

—.
f} > a)| I

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

’ j r:u ~,v'/‘ . ‘1

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

1
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM fi/ ,
Evaluation Questionnaire ‘ School cfygrauuA5—f

Group r'Q°}L\f* 3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4: Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _JZ, How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. [_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. [ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. I Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

S. ( How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

‘JWW 12/.» W7)“ fip/ZZAAU/Lf’k



What did you like the least about the symposium ?
,J/‘%e/#722777::“fL7v"
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/

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Noxz

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

ya

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the/Symposium.

/ r /?a/1 //{i/[ y
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

‘Group a:

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ,__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. wa How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
, . ¥¥¥¥¥_‘ .
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2.

3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

I

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School Afy,§rzllnwfiiijy

Group __§__ C

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l" __;L' How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2; l;_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. {fig Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

,/
4. 3 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. ’7. How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
\-\ f 1 . I.l ’A .. l - . i"- ‘ - “ ‘ V}. In ‘ \ I ii I“ Q I .23 OCR (Ex i ‘i‘ ’jl . e’ "T ‘ x ‘ h .1 1 'fi ‘ [JUL] Qd Q
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

w p
\5

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

H: w
l.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM “
Evaluation Questionnaire School {Ipcs\fh

Group LeSx‘

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __> How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. \___ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
:3 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

\¢)\ ‘xfil.)



3.

S.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
l\

5\ I ‘ . . '. ./ ; ' I
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

J“

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM j/qmwg,
Evaluation Questionnaire School iiTflpwaijflfl

‘ Group 1 J2: W ';_____. V

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

_.1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

{_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
., N‘xK , M . . I, , ‘ /? ‘,-.
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

WT ’; . .

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

v t ‘

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

w

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

1 / a" ‘ b D .‘ ,. Hf”
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM 7;
Evaluation Questionnaire School “/45

Group 3(4-2)

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3: Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6: No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __j How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ‘v What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. -4) Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. ~v> Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What,did you like most about the Symposium ?

' ./ ..-' (l f /’ K L"'/( ' C v/ :7» -’ (-t, f ( < r f’th) f:
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

./>/’ ‘~ , , , ,. 'M.‘ q/ '4 ~ ’ r ». ‘, .-. (HM-xx ‘

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

/ C " , ,.‘. ‘3

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

.'/l.I/

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

”A: ~’ "("47 (91* /I)»\/
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _m/ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
. f1”



3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

\r.
/

/

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School L,d]} L.«ij,r.fimfi

Group ‘ J

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _; How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. '__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. " Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
" ‘fiixi. $\/”“ij‘"



What did you like the least about the symposium ?
\ ,'. (M V J, I

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

/ I - C ‘1.-
U

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

.r“),

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. IA \ I

(if? . "‘ r, “\
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ,
Evaluation Questionnaire School iénfinljz,xf

Group L—Z [*

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4: Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _‘/ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. __ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

,/
1. What did you like most about the Symposium ,

r 0 I ' i ’ I) //
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

(.

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

(7/, .;
v’

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

' (LL( WW3,” L/UL .‘ .1 , 1"" 4 ,a' r" f.a “/,"
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School £51 bag: .

Group pg 5

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

_1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

|'__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

\ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

' Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

amassed newts about: tied-S



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

SW: rs too (M5 ”A! bV‘M mM ‘?r€e, 6.,“

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

W

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

8‘5

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

EagerM-J’X d 6
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School gfi,nagmc;qr1JJ,

Group V J

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. .I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. L__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
3 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

/(/0'rru 1L AC,“- .\ q: 1‘ l‘ gt 1"» B'CI/Cré



5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
(' . ,. ' 3 '-. .i ./ .. ‘ ‘ . ,~ v ‘ . ,' 4K.../ no} -" , .' . ~/ 2 ' . //

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

“.mg

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

' ' {W'Cx’j
3
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM Do; \u
Evaluation Questionnaire . , School Unmir~

Group «v.-‘J——h"‘—_

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. '

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __f How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. *fi;_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium



2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? I\JC;

M“,

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

\SQt=§ L)~3&£J\t
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM . .
Evaluation Questionnaire SChOOl Epnlwwvnri

Group r? a J

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _,\ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. Z;_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
\ 1
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
t ‘ \l\ .. K ‘ I _ l ,

Jr\JW. _fjax\dfvi 'igwsnovu; ‘IflitQ; 9‘ Olav 77w) ”Jrn

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

was

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

u \_ \
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ,, .
Evaluation Questionnaire School Pfifigjmifr”d*tn

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _w/' How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. [__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

,§-' Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

,.
e3 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
’71‘ M - k IIf” ‘1 a , :1 ) ( 5.1“ V _ -
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

5.?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ’ 9' .J ma/ .41! r, ,L, I

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

5 , /, 6,?‘/;L«-:;.f¢/a=;) ,
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM .
Evaluation Questionnaire School /L)4»

' Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4: Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE
I

l. _‘f How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. f__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

5) Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
. 2““; »: f , ../- /
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2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
p ‘ ' /:..f'rr ‘ '

. ’ ./-’:' 5")“ f I ,

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

I .’/i. .I- i ’

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

:iH-l‘—r

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM . 1 ,
Evaluation Questionnaire School giggaegkéljlggphmbfi

‘Group (1.2 A‘ .
z > ~ ' *

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro--American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

fig" Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

3W MAW”
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
‘ OJ)\ (;29"“3'~"';'v@;<§’ “fix“ ) mat/~20 )7?“ in)“; u_ 3.“) 0,317
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? 'UyL/Q

/

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. '3 Q {L512
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Evaluation Questionnaire School lrmq,rngqrm,

Group ' 0'

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
SympOSium ?

2. l__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

5; Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

’ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

Jkt drag, Lama m (57L dlfffl/Larrt" w; . ,- .f- us 06 fish
I _. 1 .
'Sflf/ '_-’.'—/,(l’ . d/mfka; L/L’L‘L’k-fl‘ ) ‘\(..,.1w.{a [ALA/aw WA )IVQ/L/ta
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
r“,

2%: f o. )aww 1’ .4 /~ *1)

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

7 l 5 ‘>i

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

Liam/v"
6

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

Ynlfiég \ffifl2f0«nmkaJtIZ;Li6L4M§€ EltA.-@DfilLJJ/fifj
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Pair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _.1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

q“
3. :; Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the

University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

if
.1...

5. 2:” How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
.‘ / «I ,"l I (n a
'7 ’I ~ ’ j l/ 7 . II / ‘ é’// / ,4< ’4 r ' - V V , .} ,-‘ ,5 , x" in, . . " I. h

y'L- (4,31. 5‘ A5” ;’.’(-’ i I" J7 i é! L3 I {1/77 51f? , ,. ! f . A ‘ I
./‘,— 1- f ’ , ‘ ‘ V" / (if; [H/ I, I.) ,

- I: :_ J ..v f V (:11'./(1 y. / 9:; // (5 / J/ . '\ I,

..f . / - . ‘,4 fl/
9".” i a w a» Q 1/</\.r~ ~./ «Zr, , /- x2777 , y 4 < /-1»T‘/' ~ W/ a; v V ( y;
// ’ y ,4! 1/1,, 1!
I i " '-.~V‘ ' 5 “d“ LJQ 59/ ’ (58%? /{925.(7



What did you like the leaSt about the symposium ?
/( I" fry, « , _ ‘ [5/ » z‘ .

L/ . TL./,,5/’ r47" 4"" - "' - j; / " ' ((5,;2’

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

I (

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

v'". '/.,r'/;)C

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

. A+~Q If Cf. ‘
,1V
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ~z. fr } .
Evaluation Questionnaire School éNQ‘L’N (“ENG

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

la __"I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. :1__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

553. tJ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
y University in anyway ?

4. t Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

/7
5. ”V How would you describe the general attitudes of those

people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about he Symposium ?

22%: :fi3719é7 ‘3 Ga» él'W/ *xxe,

”$7:fifi-vdflp"
/



3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

7ZK2; "/<?/‘ "i / /
“ likxw«JW; flutc oiné;,£owm

‘ L/ ("1/ /

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

’ an
1/ f '- I

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘

."' ,"f L ,fK...’
,1} '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

. ,. J. ,

V 7
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School £974L2MZVZflZW

Group {él 0’

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3: Pair 4= Poor = Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _4i How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. .1__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. ifi Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. é?” Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. _L. How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the futurevplanning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

1 MW (L Mao\HQ gym/flaw wig/om d V/u /W/«(<f).

yei, amayWade /2 at W/ 4424/64 am: ”Wag

flag-(Mao {Dy/Eau/wfl/é‘zc (a Mac Mb 1?? vi I‘M/WM

flflflflfl buy/1' JVQZZL. £0;qu //cL /Lé?A/7ZJCJJ 66 (x/LCL/(C(C-3z(

”A Id We flee ~4ch 8/12 (71’ 794015““7" CW(fig/jjJZ/éw/c.
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2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

V ’ ' / ' ‘7’ 8 / r] M 1; 7J
4m Bud/K70 01661,; (we; 54 flan/r2 [LEE/k /z/a -

c/€1L*7(r
What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

,_ , , - j ,
tf//> 4:;9,( flack/é €yWVOJ/ZL,

(1‘

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

X” :‘C J

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ,
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School ”25

Group ‘?

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

__hl How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

<;_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

) Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
:1}? W05 Ute/“'3 LMLQ oiwxxupt,



What did you like the least about the symposium ?
Q‘”\ Q *K‘nfs‘(\¢1: ‘43

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

{ 3 DI '. flax

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? Efiafs

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symp051um."IQQLLKw<ri\fi<:"

" ‘\\)
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Evaluation Questionnaire School kimjrefiq‘dw hug

Group _j=__ w

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. 2. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. :L__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 53 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. 5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

S. ’7 How would you describe the general attitudes of those——‘— people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
‘t3a L£C*11LQ ‘EiQ E§LQQJN353

fEiLNWJYigAV ~FKQLJ,SDQUgLD



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

‘QULQ C LP Fm-b)?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

‘14:,th

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

fiyub

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ~fXJLCL/Q
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ’ /
Evaluation Questionnaire School [IQ/m 95614

Group 5

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. '

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4: Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. L_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those

__5__

4. 5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

_2_ people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?¥QH“05PNM€'



What did you like the least about the symposium ? Aflwaw}%y

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?‘A//9

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? was

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ZlflW//6M‘xl
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM Shad
Evaluation Questionnaire School (€r\01rwkgm.(fl]a

Group 0' 7

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

__§ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

|__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

is Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such 3 Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
I l kecl its NC“ Hwy Mn\iniGd {Etudes/1+6 by
\elm '3‘“th Knew +n~zw Ccm mo may!1m?
§3W3f ¢JQDfi'¥C)iF:+hQ\f yuwii’he.wpr~wfld3



2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

1— »‘CX‘JQ YWC) {j UT" r 3 )q ,' 1:
‘ I

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
U (gm-x, Q

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? 'Qgg

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of

the Symposium. ‘93 U63 {Hf \‘V‘v”{<i)rv’“r“\r.‘s+ (MA/.7, “it"s“ \.I'")~3L ‘.‘/ "I l )1 jr/
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

__1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
3; Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

V .‘ , ‘ / ’
./J}V~ églbcjlés 'L/UF. ng

’ ~ ‘ /



2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

L.

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

[U0 1/ "(’7

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

W}

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

. fl ‘ . / .

.jj cw“ li/J“- ’ ,.
C’ /
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Evaluation Questionnaire School £13

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Pair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

Z

3. ~S Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the

>

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

71‘; QM CMW Away my?)



2.

3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

ism!

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Pkoflfg

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

C‘
>16)

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

Sui-£10fl
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Evaluation Questionnaire School /g{All‘ LA

Group a“ \J C::>

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro--American
Symposium.

' 0

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2: Good 3= Pair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6: No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. __1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

Z __ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

/
&; Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the

University in anyway ?
//
3 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

students to attend such a Symposium ?

// How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

k}!.,/"I d”A

' ,. .. .5! .i ‘ t’ V .. -/L.Q_€5



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
, .'I ‘ -4» r

\,«‘”"II’L.&{:MV ' u”, If /-3(-' ' 3 " I r t c" ' .f‘ ”Hf " ' ‘ ' , \_/
Im.;. ,.
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

34/4“,

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

x’" M\\. o
. g lI . I
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM f.
Evaluation Questionnaire School 9 w.~,

Group :3 k

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such 3 Symposium ?
4. i Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

L/L Wak Mk6, “(471.1: . -/C-')I‘-."”f” (_A (j 6% :(,u/L C».
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2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

\‘ .
I ‘1‘

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

MONK:

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

P
[if -"‘\ x,x fO

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

1, r p, ; / ~~cl:::)«/l,,’ur~7(7’ ’ “"‘“( ~ " .;' ” ’x'"‘“"“‘"‘”<ii
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Evaluation Questionnaire School (”wizfi,»’

Group :3 ,

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _‘,I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ;_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? ' ‘

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

Z How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
. | U" y. a -‘\.:3‘J;” . - i t, 1‘ ;

1/
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2.

5.

What did you like the least about the sy

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a
concerning the University as a whole ? '

_/

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ‘3. . .5 .V\SL‘ ',. I" xix“. ‘\

mposium ?
_).

‘3
I.-

new insight
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. __I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 4___ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS ,

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

an.



3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

ébz awa¢,40_4bm#

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

moi-1L

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

qfixfl

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
ditpflé QQGHVJ/
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Group ‘J 0

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _'I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

[__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?

L.

:5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

1 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

jive, mung} J Wot WO/Ji' crowW

3WOW WW1 U742 Wail/om . Jmf
‘ ULCLEZL %#H W wrath/12W
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

jh; Ebb/Mi fl owe/e at Qua/out LJCLO MW

7. Soon/x «My;a1%go:€ .

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

‘Jitir71,e .

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '
claw .

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. a MW

. fb %%
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Evaluation Questionnaire School d/x'v'éua .,/

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. _L_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. / Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. ' Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

S. 1 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

7A» o¥ . ‘, ’1' .,‘ / , v r
'3' f! W "»-’/"./J /' /)/-:f / {If/u- ,,. 5“/ ~31fo an! 5/91/47 7" ; ; r I "fl/ I )1“; ”,7”! '2



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
,/ /,“ a ,x‘,. w“ ‘ ./ \-// [Oi/l,"

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

o /.
(_

S. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

7- ',1 / [J] 5 / ,‘ / ../ V ”‘1 ,, 7 p ,, , 3/ /
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Group ,D i

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. __I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

)__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
5 2 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

val/1‘4 jabw ALQJ £er 54244."..M2/Q0flo M i" x‘x 3}»7!.QA/5v0‘w W r,v1.xm£)/‘m%

wo ,wfwig is Witt}; 3.x 3 filificj’ 1/ om, 1.4M no.I|I



What did you like the least about the symposium ?
:1\\‘}U‘LQ 93% MJ1\'5\ J j‘L/vflx) j 1,113.?! p.“ M,,(

. L .
if a fly, *) )V 1'

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

mm,

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

‘jya, J1 J9» M DiQ Was/{4Q} 750 1/3.,» we? blah/l 7% 0“}‘49/‘xc4‘ri (i:

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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’ Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4: Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. ;§ How do you feel about the overall organization othhe
Symposium ?

2. \ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. 3’ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

S. 2» How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
‘21
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

‘cL »..7".» - 5

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

\7’1. \

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

Q,
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _3f‘ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

,1
2. if;_ What is your assessment of the material covered during

the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
//// f4%;///,/943/7lvfl/Qfi/hx.
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2.

3.

4.

l

5.

I [/3 "1 , V. ‘1,
,x. ‘v ’ fl 7’ ’ i , ./

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

/. 4 ,V ,- //y ,’ fl,% - r , W“.

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

MZ/ . // ,v I / / f r/41// ,/1 //' / . x) ‘, x , , ’ K" (4' ./‘/ // // ./, M / _, / ‘//;/ {1’ ‘ (”fl/(L4 ”1' , .,."fl/V

/ .y” ‘ x" r. /

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM .
Evaluation Questionnaire School ljyff'flgj.f{,,

Group (

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3: Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _£Zs How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 7“ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. .' Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. a;_ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

. . . K”/
1. What did you like most about the SympOSium ? ‘/ AQJ

\ I, I z“, _ l , ,4' ‘ I, ' l I ' , ‘ A / , w A - I"
/*'~ ,/ ( ;,a;;v i/'» “a /’> 7/xxv t’k{ila(hsa;45‘7<°
I I I ‘3? L / 4 )fi,-"‘
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3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

Mail, \I/ II
J

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

p/’y, i. ~r‘
V

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire I School :ZZ:

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _39 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

.4/ .
2. ‘7 What is your assessment of the material covered during

the Workshops ?

3. 5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. £3 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

S. .3 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

Wu I ”' swwfi quauJ(}e¢?~&t
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2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
. \.o.. ' L} _‘, , ‘ '
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to‘have ;
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing\a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? \ r. C‘11, \t'V

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. 6 ., '

6W fir»
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School - ' 2

Group Leg—

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _ml How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

4. ,:§ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

The JPCCKCVS on 1+6
’ 'FWWQ} m9.
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

9cm}? 0:) 6+ 7550

kt" uanstops mama
1:20.1ch

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

f

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

gas

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium,

rear" :13 (@0119 helped ruse
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School fl<2 /ZEA?vL

J \_Group ‘~

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _j£L How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ‘__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Z Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

“Wag
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

3 *WWW/wzc

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

W”)

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insi ht
concerning the University as a whole ?:§>£:{l/////9

In one word or phase, please describe‘your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4: Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. a:__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

5; Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

k k, . :Lkwfl wt 5‘9"» I” ’Lii LL. x-;t,.- ’0‘“ ”U'Vb kkai Casi.“ ,_/" m



What did you like the least about the symposium ?
/(‘ \ ‘ i“,
\JnL xbl.‘ \chw m ‘»J.--J- - a ,\ ‘ .4

k’

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

..LM£XJ
yt

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

Q9,“ Midi 4/4 AVG“ Mkt.t..,...:‘i;w, ,1 husky/(Pr
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Group |

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __| How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

!__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the SYmP°5ium ?
m \1mfiw\s¥rmfbwaf}nes5 0‘.“ Ht. W‘BHV‘JWS.
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? V<15

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

‘ . W
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE‘

_;§: How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

.2.

.1

.5...

__/_. How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

Mojfl/:3/ 7‘ .4-W/zé M/ZC/kzaéwé/WW WW!“
”£7flé _/<éi,¢a6;¢ / / /” J
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

wfl‘v$219 [4/ ._,‘,4:’/‘:—;: .1LZV‘(::_,6'

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

/41

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Group Z ‘7

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __7 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. /1 What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

x?
2 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the

.University in anyway ?

~f> Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

fit/2‘7}- to Know flu [9200K Shae/273
In ~(5 v sciocv/ £6250}? we (JO—MM?
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3.

.5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

Wk) 73/ M)'8

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

gas-

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

Infijrrm'mg M rm~HUO+i®v
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __E How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

, \
2. ,\ What is your assessment of the material covered during

the Workshops ? '

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
.people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
5 I
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

\/t,)’

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

W 1.: .g‘s ,.; . I , ’
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Group _l_._4r_

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. I What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Si} Hasthe Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. :5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

I Mae hm: $6 saw 031 um {WW6
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. What did you like the least about the symposium ? Ka V ,'3‘.. \
. J": A ‘Y ‘ g ‘ " ‘3 M i‘

R ‘3‘” (3 E3 ’\ +30“ “ta fl 7‘; 3 33:2; a ~ 3;" W3 » 3w», 9. ‘5‘) Vw .

2

\
3‘‘1

3¢\\What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
' discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘ \f) {3 :5

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. I

r’3 need”.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _m‘ HOw do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

L_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
i Q) Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

EQ 3mm ‘ r d
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

éorm 375W gsgms 0% in»?

W a W «Sm/zoo

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

//,_-_

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

”A”

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

Gfiafi
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Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. '__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. fl Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such 3 Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

‘3659 x‘i;29my£ugdZ¢c;vo 7é2éafléfi(a00dt’ filxflzefilfiflgmzL,¢fing.
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

J cam? /’7':m‘"/’> J . :7 ~/ , ..

Cb H J 7/ " (27 “5’4 7-, L "‘“W-‘v'/ ,fw/w/ /fl/‘ .
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

J! W” a Wzflé/Mj‘i{703/246,},ac
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. $2 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

{Q What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following‘
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
/A€ ffé/ /€ "‘— ( [up/a/{{oflf')! J!" IPA/(Qu
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2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
‘5 y” ~ /

{WV/I A ”J W“ 4’ (1 r/fi. ‘7’
“ Iv"

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? y/‘,(

/ “Jr

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
th 5 ' . ,e Ymposwm é/e’q4 /
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM E
Evaluation Questionnaire School Odq;¢y?@ygf¥3

Group Q

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. __§2 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ;> What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
5; Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

a How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

I I . FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

l—ec+ores



5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

‘ikrmt? .g “x '~x$ mq*\ -‘; ‘ <

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

.._y.. 4w

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

Yé’s

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

‘5u950«an
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School E Englfljnl,

Group g; v

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _.l How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symp051um ?

i __ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

I Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

I Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

The, downed by DL w’dnew/rm



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

\..f:"". 1" I ‘ 1; ‘,._’ If ' i ' ") H ( V , ’ ‘ V ‘ , , 1‘ ' I‘1 f . } _ _ ‘ -,,"- .1! I“! “I; 1 / "’ , ' ,1 1.} I .‘ C (
\)

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Nov-e a“ «{

)uq‘j "(9-;4 one... -. z

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

,yg;:>

I

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

Ei\\\of¢3nn;3
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School firrjhldq¢uqrflqn

Group ' 4.;c ,~

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. '

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

:5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

:2 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

I
flMM 1/43 ,X; film) as} // 5, , ’, y» .1

' M" -’

1

, I; ’1“... I '
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a,
What did you like the least about the symposium2.

/ ’l9/; ,v .I T "i '

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

W”

S. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

/‘u E/ ./_. _
J " "A; ' "‘//> {Ha/rifl ‘5") ‘ I; sit"; ‘ "-mfi"
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ‘i
Evaluation Questionnaire School (LIeci,

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro—American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __2 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. " What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

1
OCH/L me mow; ‘miowr‘ufiL’Ofi
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

["61 f// M 67 Q ox / t ' /
V, l’] j /

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

,\ -
q it‘lk‘kifi

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

C/ '6 )
/

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. _

0. n (I O U “G (j \. /‘\ B
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __’ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

L__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

x5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

Q: How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium?

dhfmL3Wb3 MLLOW3LRLLL

\u}mM Wfli: fig3W... ;LJ.. .3.



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

a. V ”1/

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

y ls .H, {i I
‘ ' f ‘ ’ “1”." i a ‘ 'I i " ‘ u i " "1 L . ‘L\\/ K,’ Mia ; ‘. . -s’1 I]; "'L ' r ‘ “‘11 l ' 5 L143";

t .
V ,/‘

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

92.3.

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

\cukfl IEjFKFfiKLUA3’Z/ tacit. tffifkkfi fie
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ,4Evaluation Questionnaire School cmwT 9‘
' Group ?\

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. ; How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. : Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

ufg'



3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

mi.

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire , School (filfloflfllfierb

Group 9 ‘ 21‘

Sixfin4~.\<6 '5; \

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. __F How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. |__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

VHULW gleam . Yd” MQQQ‘L W WIS
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2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

aim, \mwféflw 05W 8% “M Raina/5

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

WWW v 'ka 3 m\\ w\ @mok

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

\Af:7>

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

hneSlx'qquw ‘- EicemMk
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ,
Evaluation Questionnaire School + Q i 'lfi.

Group '

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good = Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. I What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. g Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

5; Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

‘7l\,c 4 (q C-%.e r~5 c\ “44 [>a49r“;5 (3G<L(Al5¢:é& rvvtvb ‘

0w b)q<)§ );~(L Qi" NCSM, 7L£\/ Skow’t 61/“. 7+LK+

L" ‘ C OL‘ )CK “Von q K ( H“) u?) I \9‘/ bc" )(‘3 Ol’v'ug Iwca'u FSeZU‘CJ’
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2. What did you like the least about the sympOSium ?
‘ch rC%hw5 \Jcfic iaaCOIa(.

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have /
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? 'If “Jo o/ 5+

um 4kem w, 4?“ (t Pt'jy‘f‘

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

V‘C‘j‘) i‘l" Wacl’k/ C/(Wfi ’DFC‘F‘I’M 3.3,”- Q’SQUL,(,!

(:4 L-\, i“— ’ \“ (A m‘ A L\ C. V F 6:“ Y vf m O ‘1‘“ ‘1] ., ;‘~ ' 1.],

\\3Eto: 3-
! “'4“

i ““3 ) <5"- in 1.. ' f” ’7‘ " ,: "1/ [:1 l: l .J . L «1’

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposwm. C a N U‘ I‘m «1, 1N5 ‘
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Pair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

n.
2. c;_ What is your assessment of the material covered during

the Workshops ?

3. Q2 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. R. Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. 2;» How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

U I. ’ ‘1 » .. -, '1 i ' .\U. . ,o ' ..‘M. I



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

A “N.“, , - " » x' (/ .“' r7. ‘. ' '~ ' ‘1..- _ . l , 1’3""
(' ‘

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

‘-/./, -/ ‘ i'i I'I.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM Hr” _ ,
Evaluation Questionnaire School ENG’NZ’LE: FUN (J

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. /__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5

5

_L_ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most'about the Symposium ?

We TOT Owerem



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
’ J" ‘ ‘ "" all“. 7" r f‘ I'\ ~ '.. I' 'l 'i . r- -"""'.- ‘ . r-

CéézT/(,xyfif?"x. lA/i71 f U ; ;“ff? If)“ y! .1d. 3 1'7”» ;,a"*sfl’ ‘ ,V v. '\\.../

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

, r '41:" " ,v . .CC)/’fl,flfi:L/ij’zrir’ 3., 9' f 1.} r}

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ' YEEfi; fl”

s/,
4‘. 3%] 1: ‘
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In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM _4 ,
Evaluation Questionnaire 'School EZLMCQXLCL,

Group .fll

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _) How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. .2;_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?/,

3. 3 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. 5/ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. / How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

1/104 “'0' be, 9%, “ZSWM



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
f‘ ‘71 Al . ,
‘ ‘, —- II A y l I

(j,/ /..,J.€J_7/7‘/‘VQZ¢I:J 1:17.31 /;), LH/f/ :7“; {11/ I, ‘ \ 4»; . ‘ ,- '." 5v ,
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. 1A_/,1 '31,, ; ; 1.1 .7 L1 .x/ ,,a_ '._.,_.Q,' r , . .1, .1 1/ I
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

q I . H 1, g v, v . (‘1, :9
7 i't, 1‘2"? .. Lg”. (ll: -' i 'V I" .V ‘ "R ?" O/K— I . 4’”: 3'. 1[JJ ‘l” I KCK'L'H‘VK lx " A
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4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? l’j/m,.

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School (gynnf¥er-E:mikp¢nny

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. 1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. :L;_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. fiz; Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. £3 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

\l’C Concern 04 ‘H‘c. §*5;¥%/ GLUQCSLM‘A



2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

:1, (anié '7éézfiz4/ 64: 5“/%9L59P

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

Va, [74 GM.

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

€V(c’ l/F‘qu
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM 345' ,‘kw
Evaluation Questionnaire School /Q ‘ ‘ /:n

Group Jaw

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _. ‘ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

:Zl Univer51ty in anyway 7

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? (3/ 47?7(flgfi3£7
/

Q’W .Ig

V /‘/Ii «’5a“;



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

77/ mph/53VL,6M 5/ A”?WQ

{/V'U W//7fl//f
3. Whazt additional topics, if any, would you like to have

discussed duIing the/S mposium Workshops ?

t/A/QQ(331/J f6/ flQ/W,

iii/Z”V”/~; fl”4’’ ’

’4. Did the ’ymposium provide a/meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight/
concerning the University as a whole ?

59/7‘ 5/92/

WWW“ »» ‘3 %

Z/WQ/QIWMfl/w/fl{7
5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of

the‘Symposium.

”7/3457/Kg
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM <1Q¢41Lb¢zhu
Evaluation Questionnaire , School OUZ

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _‘j How do you feel about the overall organization of the
} Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
/ \—./



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

WW)” Md”

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

721/ .

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ‘ szng‘

/' W” ,W \‘
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School £n5h¢OHMQ

Group 3 ’

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good = Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. I__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. .5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. 5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

S. I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

'1‘} is SOMS Au M US Lope. mere Van 1V4. 57‘qu Wm?

V‘U‘T . mg; .‘i to“ ~45 Ammo WC Musi‘ be “WONK (MAJ

Wan/ +0 ()0 0':- UQL UJOU’L+ f0 9e+ filmy/7011149.



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

‘t lfkaJ [4 all

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

EH1 wxzs cjwflrcd 9Wfikvd4w

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? w¢gi

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the S m osium.

y p Hupw
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM , .;
Evaluation Questionnaire . School T0V4W0fl>k

Group ?f¢ yvf-

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. l How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. }__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?/_ r-

3. *J Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
, University in anyway ?/;,/

4. ‘xj Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. | How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

U a z y \ w: . x ,_ ‘
\ »J I" ‘ b“ I I {5] Us £15159“ '5 i, (’f‘ l

i w
' 2
u



3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

I, V 1 ‘ L l, . ‘ / >U ,

(”A

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM Bu .
Evaluation Questionnaire School 5:?)(83

Group Q

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

_J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2L;_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

= 2 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

s How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about t e Symposium ? [i’ii +C>’14#ffl¥9

0.9 mtgadpeome. (qt mg to (wow oMvaollaer,



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

W‘C évat. spa/“H“ 335% “S,

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops 3*

\
‘s I) “~15”

Whoév ‘ 3 9309‘ V (3st ”Cor +\m:i \JaLK V ’L

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? (5d;>

5. In one word or phase, please describe your 0 inion of
the Symposium. vey- (d wd} OY I C I

SMP‘W 3a“

OBVW‘QC[3-61’v'1‘r‘cit1lcff
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Evaluation Questionnaire School fkg/ L; cihaflflvs

\Group Q

.,m Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. '

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Pair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __l How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symp051um ?

2. ’__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

I liked ilk-.9 (FMWKRQSS and ”Wm €ee/nlw§
K

O“ LL\\m/\ \)\(\\(\__1“ LR "At”; “3i"; i ‘4‘ "ELL." 31?]. p
K) I



3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

“'3 g”'“, /f 7‘”. ‘11; g ,7“ /§* ~
K

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

.' . 9 - ‘ nj/ _ f . 5 _, (I. . A 1 ‘1 \ r. ‘\\ ) I \ .1 1‘ .
y‘ “A, ,' . I]. ' \\ . / ,, r ‘ t \ . I ‘

".( _.- .,". ‘ \/' “u‘ " J 1“"! I, ”r . . fl / )~u.,/\/, ‘2 ‘2 / . _ ' \ V‘ _/ f ,
‘j g ' <

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

. a . ‘ ‘ / {A} A ("x , . ‘ ‘
u) vv a) -u

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group 4

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE
I

1. _;;. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

r
2. _;2_ What is your assessment of the material covered during

the Workshops ?r‘
3. 3 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the

University in anyway ?

4. 5’ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

I}
5. -*” How would you describe the general attitudes of those

people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

‘i'’ I!» if \ ’4‘,_ ,’.>)-;'v‘\.«_
. ‘ r q" " w" " l ' ‘ L - I. I i ’ H _/ 't “I C... iZLL"\ "<- ”(A mLL/L

- L f , . ‘ 1, :fl
1 . . i , I, 3Ii~=inxv Viv all~v\V . I " I .I . w, i" 7 “ | L, " ‘\

, «v w; , m ( x w: w ~ 4 _ ' 4 ’ J
_ I: , . ' ‘ - ,_ ~. ~ ~; ,J[I]: L,L,( L, '\_.'..‘ (L E‘..\'.":\‘ ',__ _, _—.~,;\ "‘~ l~)‘:‘.)i."..b‘.-\U ". 'f ‘u ' "Vlkl, x v iVI

fl ” ‘. f’ , Ijk-Jv-V ; u «Hwy. r “an.



4.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

"L.\._

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

r I .i / ; y f ’7. _‘ .' V1,(\_ ”a.“ - l.
, \,1

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

' 1\f f
['W, .~ !

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. (
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM (
Evaluation Questionnaire School 'éin£i

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. f] What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
Unive fiity in anyway ?

a . . .
f; u d you recommend other incoming Afro-American

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would yoq describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

W



2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

29/,Aaijk\fl M/ZLJQQC¢:]:1\L/JLZLapzzfi/L~fl3#ar
c I

.fLCR7YWméL.

what additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the S mposium Workshops ?

Maj; WW‘WVJZ,

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

fey/l'\§fl CAL/MAJZ,:2:;2vbuq«céymz;z:zrtcg:,ZLWVvV‘

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

' 5.296%! .1

42”“—"’
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Evaluation Questionnaire School ddvunefirinm,(QCeUIl)\ry\ Group V

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3: Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. 2 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 22» What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

£2: Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

I Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

/ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

The quéififia “'4‘wa P)! PIAE¢A€££ L10 “7 ) é’c? H'lFu-‘L‘fiff

a“: Oblr \6‘ F ~l +0 6 am \H W MLU‘fl/vmpwfi‘é o‘p

30M 5 ‘9 I‘ll-L Prop [6.



3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

0W1? J 'x “A (4,,“ ./ (9)“),3-‘1 VJQ/ i 1,, ff“; ,o

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Man» an fig? H) <1:~.‘-"(’<rf .1. 1.» cf;

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

qffii

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium

In {‘6 r Mm he
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM .»
Evaluation Questionnaire School 6,uq¢fi1[;£1flgl

Group Li "

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3: Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. __JL How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ‘2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

6; Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

5’ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

LKJ .lLS LOA155J y’ AAMqu‘ AIA‘ t Aib¥°()/:

"+AIK (A18 Aku) c'l/C (“Hf/4'3 Jam (III—4% *0 /([A’£M kaJVCJ

but! L.gloa/,



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

TAJ/ KA'fl CC“ D’J‘O/J' I‘f‘ wf48 +0 CO I l)‘

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

gourL 51/47 éAF—TY .

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '
/;5, 45% WA“) yf‘fl/ I/JFOflm/I 41l/J.

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. /

EA! /(—3LI+L'MIAJ& .1 \
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ‘ f . .
Evaluation Questionnaire Sch°°1ZCZQH1555Z5/irgZ/LJUL

Group "

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. . How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. / What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

,mMwa gym, 5 5,,

h " 41/1446”)wa x"

' “ Adv/m. IL

l./15’..5t/}"7’t5,/1,. , . 5M /)‘ (UV,



It! I
2. hat did you lik the least about the symposium ?

many M “ 1/,

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
d'scussed during the iymposium Workshops ?

AL?” [fig-"5 -" [1H [/w. J Mod

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? {0/ 1/43/12 {é’vfiiéfi}

In one word orzihase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. (DI/finding,
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM 8’?“ 93>».
Evaluation Questionnaire School<€hqmayx

Group ‘1 ”

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _:i_ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. fig; What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. C2 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. 5 l Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. 1 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

JMW



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

ww, J) ~W> 3M ahauld- QQfl ,

W750) ac watcm WNW.
WAAW

W4 QM m ail duos Mow-a ca w_w,

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? CX\~J

do {got/L, all W #0}ch

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ' , :

*’ I
J44JLDOO, 6L WW .

M cum W473 ' U% quukflfi/flifl

JWhow our ham Wwfiwgw.

S. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ‘

,JH ULBCOO, 0L fiWV/MWW

.Q/pr/WM),
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School 2:5qfhrgflifly

Group V Y'

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3: Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _mi How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 2 What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 5’ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. 5” Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. [ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

7'he lecfiure,5 jSVCh by +4VQ’ ffD"RB$3/S‘



2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

The '}t)‘J(I

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

“The *anigl&fc relqflon‘flnfw 3*“Qny bkfigfi %\whyr<\
(14%) {Ii-‘1‘; \

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ‘

\/(’5

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

(ifedfi'
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM

T IEvaluation Questionnaire School éggégzgg (flflzw/I ,
VGroup L

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. /> How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. .<> What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How’would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

E /
. Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

My 9 99, ~ 50M y 474 Java 4%

4/6557 4%,“ 1A Ate/yd mi»



What did you like the least about the symposium ?
1/7 . “I ”L5 /‘ .‘l "jif. " ,-

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

/ ./
fl, "1’ 51:" i} u’ .n 4’”! . g:

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. / \
Jig/V fi;‘:1(7}12)v’:’? mud-3H) (as? 51..» n .-» ’~ '1 Md’)¢’V-3’/é /
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM fl
Evaluation Questionnaire School 'Qnargq,

Group <

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _.1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. I__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

:5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

j- Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

Lib/LO O/WK “Q



2.

3.

5.

What did you like the leaSt about the symposium ?

-/
/W~/“’;- '..V 1 -‘ /“:\\

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

- Q; M y, r V , ,1 , .
i , i 34:32“ ’1 J‘ ‘4 ' ~ > “fl

\

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '
JMC, }U s

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School Chem. Enq{npeyfin3

Group M“ 0

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

6 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
5 Would you recommend other incoming-Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

7i; crmumm , VJu. «JBAQfiJJ mw/ flauiky womb
A .

fL¢ML, mfiér IAMVW%



What did you like the least about the symposium ?
!

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

/
I'd

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

”WU

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

/
at ”M ”WAD Jxr/Wl' O/L’W‘b 5.1»: 13/ 1. I?!Wu to v}
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Evaluation Questionnaire School L {k1 ’ $4Pr’f.

Group d '

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _3; How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

2 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

f [We flc flbé‘i of @oszAM/UCI Mvc/IJ5 3M

6W1 $0.17 Mé/ 2 g We u/V/éch/WM M W“,

ikq auévwcérlsz>j%r



2. Yggt did you like the least about the symposium ?
/%’(: {book/74475133 074 14% _

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? Zfikdé: /%Mvéflgauey

M01 ”WV flmfl.-/ ".4, Ma7 (04"“6‘ 3“) (ICLA7

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

7%

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. /

0”“- fl 77% ’W/SL‘ (WC/wag (<3 'CJWQU {java 1'56.

6/0 or (29001,, 'M,go(’_
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Evaluation Questionnaire School )M Vywbyv EyQSHJQqu

Group 7 A » -J ‘

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. ___I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

Mtg, uiovlc Shop 5.



3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

\TloéL 'r.

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

no ’..{ ._ 7 ’# LI! 7 -." 1‘ I ‘. [vwz/I" _/y g'- / I .— (‘C"'/.‘9 I! .7. ‘I

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

$53.

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

0 (,~"r‘"..'3+&{31%,}. ‘ ,
_,



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM 6' ‘.
Evaluation Questionnaire School 0 Ckflfl”

Group -

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair = Poor S= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. . ' How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

‘JS;__ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

'fyfl Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

411- How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

#dww WWfl/MZW

74C2thréV§fz91gfiétfflgffi (it? 447 ;Z§7/45Z5215:é/ ,24/ 791&7 .



'\

2. What did you like the least about the symposium ? _ éljz

.@ Myrlmgy‘

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? ‘

t// / ’ 9/400“ W WUW

flme-
4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with

regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

W, 01%,? 41/1

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

b/jz WM c/wcf/d/w/
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM fl n
Evaluation Questionnaire School {ggj,ffl¢

Group Q

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _ml How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. __ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

1 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

\
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

‘ 17 ,/ J _ I//r.¢n1 [54,”, M; a1“ > ,, y,.. i .1 l , . .4. ~ 'V ,. y' 'l';. v . ,-.-_',_, D"_. . }

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

J I " t '- > ' '
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5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. / How do you feel about the overall organization of the
—_' Symposium ?

2. ~ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium



5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

,V ' “

/ :

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

! .
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Gm“? ____E/<="< R/(fiLL-

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __/ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ’ What is your assessment of the material covered during
_— the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
5. Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?



3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ? -

‘7 L”; y “f

wAMI/b ”WU ,Qv éfl‘fltj ,

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed durinqnthe Symposium Workshops ?

NM (Mi/j

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole‘? '

(300 / LIZ/1y W79 ”Lt/57

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. / . //

9 JAbe add a
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Evaluation Questionnaire School gnaw/“Lu My,

Group 93

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. —‘3— How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

‘__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
'.41 5“
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2.

3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
A

Jng-X

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

7' .m«9,9 cu,»- x ,é’ I

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

o / N

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

l cw :(z um“,\‘ " : .w’- /h’» S?” {-q‘.‘ .
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. [__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

i Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?i'I

A? Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

\fl/u vf—rckfl’l {15%{731 down in / p v 4i; in 0d iii/(i
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2. What did you
i L\ ,,.H ,ue' “1_ , J

like the least about the symposium ?

" ‘., i . , 1,.4 ‘ ' f ‘ 3 I.1 ,4 /

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

a . w". . ; " ' “ ‘. 3"". .1 \g - .. A
/\J(/ Id) ) ( Lvfll a. 59].; L, 3 1%[10 {FOLA96 n L:1

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a ne w'nsight
concerning the University as a whole ? 'U1Q/Z:;

s. . 5"“ ’V'.\ -,rl/ ’rk‘ l biig‘ ‘ é/

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

/HL:\)Q,V“ 96,0+
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Group \ J ‘

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. Q2 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. 3 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

S. | How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
, v ‘ K N _‘ r m , _ ‘ l", ' ,.
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
9 ' 3 .‘ j i ». ‘ ;- v 1 K 1 . Y . . ' l 3 . 5! ~ . . ‘1
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(Twig‘\.
f‘
What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

t .- . /,- _
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Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? {1 2.1-,'> \,

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. "
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Group .

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _‘I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 2E:' What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such 3 Symposium ?

How would you describe the.general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? ‘ f

wa 4K1: Jaw—W, WQ'JL.J -.-,,‘.,¢\,w.ot'.£a
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2. What did you like the least about theflsymposium ?

zxf/té/m QM ”W’QW‘B

J, ~Mflm .

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have‘
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? ‘

\£¢(£;:EE2;' 61w27t53r43:31;¢

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ' .-

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

‘vr/ <&j’M ”LA—AR
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Group 0 j

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium. '

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _1/ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. /__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 7 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. 3 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. / How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

‘ 1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
x ' ,..‘( V\~|\(1V\
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

e; M, lid Surat-U [puma a.$.z‘.3<..'--:-‘~\ 53M orrvhwagg room, 9 w, :15 Ti
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What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

1 i
= . ,n‘ H , m J mm ‘~ 3:44;.» WM
49 30?de WW (- (AXLI‘L LAMA, ("VT 1} * ’30, JJ

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? 'jflg

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. 2 ' . :1 .a)
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Group 3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

_J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

r%;_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

'. ’- ~\ I . .ii , l . \



2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

‘Tfi . ,3,,

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

Lt/W--“>;-)\ .
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Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __t How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

:11:"LifMEV’7,«7wcAJ%LL‘MM//U& ultjhléagAaéz
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3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

(7%. [WW ./

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

3 A MUG ¢ ”w 4%fifl’4,

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the Universit as a whole ? ' yr-

Y % Lac, Wzvak

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3: Fair 4= Poor = Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _‘l How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 2: What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 2’ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. I Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
WWQQX: WXJZQGJO (LI
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3.

5.

What did you %ike the least about the symposium ?
CLU 11A /(Ll> 24: (git—L111]

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
‘3discussgd during the Symposium Workshops .

(’1 60 111,1 Crumb

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a,new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? 'C‘JL/

In one.word or p se please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ' Ia/wi (”gall/Wk? .{DC/I/Z/w/k,
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Group 0 ( f
. k/

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _m/ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ;¥__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 15‘ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. 57 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. $2~ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
1 I ." ,. '// r”
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2.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

I , AF , ‘ ~ "Z/I ‘ I ,
/ / , .. ~ 7 V . y rLid/Lita! v' t w/'- . z... V9381“.

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

f
1,;m‘a’

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2 What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

J/bt onmU



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
if - ' '

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

z,I f f, , . ' / , f j '\v ’ . ,1 I H ,.-’ l e / I ' ' ‘IN/' "" ' ., . ~ - w‘ ‘ . » ‘

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

i t‘ I. \1/x/VK\

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.,
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Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symp051um ?

2. 2;;_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. Whazvdid you like most about the Symposium ?
{1(- /’ ‘ k”!



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
// ,1" (I k/ t

//7 pi ({fi‘r Jfi @A”/ t,

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

g; ,‘ufl'y ~ (1:!)

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

(+80

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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Group :_L‘_ C

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. __FA How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

4. i Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

WW



5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

zfjjmqygifififlu fi£ii¥

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

papay'ih,

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

AC“;('2.4 x

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire , School

' Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4: Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. .4E How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. :5 What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 52 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. :5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. —1 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

771LZ ;%madvéelfsfl 7CZ£7/f%2%b/¢yéyjp‘fifity/cxuéflk'ZE/ZWégigé;Qi7f
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

I“

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

( A ”a h /
WM" Wec./Kcs 4/3sz 1%? ééff 5'75 "7’/‘”°“//¢‘/~’-‘7“-

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

>45

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

I ,. ,
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM _
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. i __ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
‘0x “\EL‘ -c.\\ 6" If: U I (I. \K" \X " -. \A‘ ' ‘. “J "\V w.
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO‘AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM Tfi
Evaluation Questionnaire School Cflll?p03:(

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __‘ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ? ‘

2. __ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

:Ei Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

Tim)? I 30+ +0 W QWWM \Qiat/L Elm/(CS
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

L O Y‘ . his :53“; \ ‘11} Y "I I] Z;

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Cad/i "W ”I ‘c, of O‘iJ <4i" J

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

Yea

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
. Ithe Symposzum. 'kk)UM/VO&“V 0\

J
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. __Z How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. / What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. z How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

[7,“, A/f/Al/f/o «DA/5 /éM‘J/'é,

7X; 7 n/ozvm aha/J flay >4;
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

MO/I/flOL/iL 7")”6 %0 2/55/54 or’ can?

1%?!
3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have

discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

0777M, (Mé «M1 «4 f)

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the Univers'ty as a whole ? '

, [/4
L/éS) Mosv‘ 6/5 1‘1,

S. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _.. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. !__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

.f) Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
Un1vers1ty 1n anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

[ How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? "TM

“mete wen; “o nWW (M:1:!ONE/1150”"
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

THE- I'vfu"l""'~ ‘1 ‘. 52 3/. 1.?" ”ff? , a" . r

on": zit» r 31.3») ‘ F0? 6'53

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Tl; CM)": '17‘3‘ {5-5.1 C)! MW)!

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

fl ES

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

U; LI. cum to: H13
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School fiflvtgflfikkw q

Group fig” (3%”:

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. A. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ? '

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

2.

University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

‘:;5_ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

I erxjed, 44M. SPQJLKQ'V‘S. ECLLK owe. me am
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general,
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

7%.

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

5w ”ffll/fifl/I’
,_,,_... ‘-

‘Jj \—

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

fo/

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

70M ml- Jwb PM/Oj’v
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group .3
III, ~

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _42» How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

2.

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
‘1,,,- xi

n,,



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Ir, V r1f ‘

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? (y.L?

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

9/ "3 ‘V J 4 r)
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM C «
Evaluation Questionnaire School Fufibfi’flyxz

Group 3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _;1_ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. L1:_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

1 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

JUL M35714}: I. (310 33-42.24.1(3ns-I.’ MCWQ.
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

v

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? ”\(j‘
> t; ,u-
I '.' L0 l Urn”: if .— ‘4 l" t , . -. . . (

6L1. LACK /’ )" (,4') g 5") "f , ’ . .‘ £3 ‘ .I

{[2" ' ‘ Mo
4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with

regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? 'D¢_.J

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ,1 ‘fl , ‘ u f‘ , y” , {),,1 I,“

“\fi' '3‘ [J 3.1 0"] /
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM .
Evaluation Questionnaire School EDCQOQG‘HQQ

v‘Group é V

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _.I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ‘__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
é Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

thl I \Mfid most was gt‘fi'mbx +0

know W\\ FLOLU‘C" c. \qssrwfieri 0mg +th
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

1L Gem ha) r‘;1«';_,“; \' Q; -. WNW/fl \NSWC‘ ’chc

rum-km m “NW/x <':'.l‘\s\\\~<n.i,

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

(\an O\\”'\Q¥‘£\r\\\/ \JAx \Ngy‘n W Cu" 5‘ ., / "\L‘BWS 67;" b”)

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

Yes

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

IRE;rmcfiAK
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. *Q)__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. , , Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

(\er ,- " l J ' ‘ ”/7 " ‘...-,' , 2 ‘ i . .. 2 1" Li?" L’ 1

(1/ ./ A



2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

.3

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

f, ,
M1 1

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOS IUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School Eh ‘ r}

Group E g 1’5

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Pair = Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

__1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

L__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

d5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

1+ helped Me, 8th more Wichita immyselé



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

Wing

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Financial 013$ {sill/K9.

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

Yes

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

Great @x/oen‘emca {
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. __/ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

N \. ‘__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. fig Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. § Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. Z How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

:1” ”((5 s1 ‘//‘~€ waxy 4!}?7 Sty, ../[\< (9»1../
» .l ,. I ‘ . 1
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2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
j V,7' \ h / , ’A , l ,. ‘ '

oz r Uni! “a Frxp/ o u m,,~ ”‘w Awf~ ,;\“ I
\‘j , 3//

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

fiflr’vx cm, 9.”: " I‘ " “(i/5‘

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

V‘s

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symp051um. %O€(.d }
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School Efwfiruyarwuq_

Group a” \2

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. .I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. __ji__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

The qrrai 5€S€fori$ wing-315, Dr. \,«J{+her5¢coom
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

Eu? ; "f ( I |"\ , / ' a"\ . a, K . g '. ,4-v~Ur); ., ..' “‘t'
L» j K? ’

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

\\ ‘/
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM 4.... fl,
Evaluation Questionnaire School 3%5uflffifi

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. Q, How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. L__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

f3 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

53 Would you recommend other incoming Afro—American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

. What did you like mostaabout the Symposium ? -
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

J I”J 35“ J , Haj: ' LU 1.11.1 C ‘ ‘1 ft??? {3

[7". :«ij i '1“: i

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

ULLN”Lg..(ikfllqu/ f7i<5 : ’2;V‘ [A .
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P4. Did {he Symposiu rovide a meaningful experience iwith
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

W33

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposmm.Jj-l WCW‘V (26110;:
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM 6‘
Evaluation Questionnaire School (/%71

Group 0

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _‘f How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. CL’ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

A
4. [1&L’lWould you recommend other incoming Afro-American

students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
37/1?» @fififlgfizcrp/ j/n JUNZMC any 0/5 dim/Us; {190/324
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

3/14. .«i’imtffozlulu c/ :W ,4! 1731,7192 A
I' /

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ? l

\\‘Aflu ,flzxarb; 3-3.1» ,AILU’J {44 mm ,Z/fl/x l- V/Iam’a/z;
‘ .’ ///l . a 'y «- f a,“ I /,-‘ ,‘i , ,2 ~./] 4

’1 /C"4 /T //~«{ li‘ / v‘ |>7Z

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? j 1,) /

«:1 ,1 "

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. /(I . , , - “ /
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM . ,
Evaluation Questionnaire School ;:4Q/${4Véfiptpf2n

Group "‘j V Zf

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

_.1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?.___/_

47 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
:3 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

J Hag 4016396 (1,5491% fie 3.4/77pr :f(//) 7q
oft/{C ,L/sumo/bf» «6141-515 fir 'd/‘CCQP/VQ/
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

1‘1 :,’ ,". 1; .,r , ,I - '. . t.» .% L/ .

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

{a .

WI- 42HQ’ /77LéQ/L€ «Lfix /€}Jflx'@««d)/ (%J»K»’f
I, 1”.) I" F n ‘fl ,4 1 ::,' ‘. J [A 1' at r

%.C éy‘f . {f (‘ C///\w 4/11; w" r. f t r‘ . ‘ .

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

,7c4.

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

61? 'LA4x4kL “(4’ , «Zd' }£/£€ {s”u4:7’
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Evaluation Questionnaire School ondcgmm 60,ch

Group d V

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _.l How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ;g_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. I; Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. :; Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5. I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

vLLU$ 43CN/e wafi 0k SCWNCC, c“k ‘DV\{QXE



3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

Gcfir‘nc/Qv‘g .59.} {SS "'3 (3C~\\A“1"C‘.\ \‘V\€
\

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

velalgonxkcp \qeiw‘eewx Moors swaths

(3 r\ C‘Ck YV\ P U 3

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? >/‘( 3

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

CTU*S*CW\cA{ht§
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ,
Evaluation Questionnaire School tJWflirrRWWVafl

Group 4 V: V;

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. éL; What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

:2 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

ii Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

| How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

l Lulu; ‘UUL togrrj e \ {er lji‘gl’lsL wCiL-Q Mali “tockkéii 1’2" 1“
\ 814-3 Libra. “UFLL Lfl‘tflrOtQflofl armmg ‘ti’tt.
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5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

A ’ - .L, r , \‘r- f \ :7 .. 4 , .. v, .\}J\Ln.,xljyg~ { chtLJ“»yLij , ‘\ad

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

, ’1 = ’
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire SCh°°1.L:Q,

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _nl How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

INIww How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

We? Wy/[s”‘43/2 “ o A: MK Vt 1/6 / 9/
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

if, K ’h).._l{,/ /. ‘l f [I 3, "7; . I II .
j ( >4 ( ‘ _/ _'/ _ ,- .. +22 V92! / . ,

2.

' ’1 )» ’ I‘r.»-<v ' i ,A‘ - ) .' ,,.“, ‘3 ,r’\ i ; - v“: 3‘
pi , . _,../r ~ ' a » F ' J 2‘

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops 73.

f”, ,1, a,
/ 'W/ r/‘J’;

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? 9/. pp#3

J ’1’,» I\NH

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. /1
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM *
Evaluation Questionnaire School Lei rx ¢r~=,.-—-———4_____,_ .

Group ‘3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good = Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _gQ—- How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. :;" What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 2L Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. éL. Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?/,

5. _§., How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

”(M Coo..<r,--«\~\:M‘L L. (LAV- "" ‘ “:3 OJODVJT \OQ'Q n .1. “w ago/‘9
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3.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

1: a .\ (‘ { _/_

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

\‘ ‘ ,*v' ‘Q s.)-»r‘ - a: i x ' ‘5‘: ‘"3 L~”*S QQX GoX W

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. _.I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. :£__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

55 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

I“
‘3 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

I; LKEJ Wm 57P9W3“3;IN (w+flfih,‘ ‘Lfi lchEGVS<3NC(V
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
(a- ,-

710??? r tifi a s 79:7 a 'l l j ”at?“ ‘1' :“Eu‘i‘.” J‘

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? LfiSS

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. Upfwfc/fj.
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Evaluation Questionnaire School \.Jljt

Group 3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _‘l How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. £3:’ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? WXOWIJLariLJb

gmJawWM \5 W1., QW \‘34W x N510



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
I" ,. x . fly ' l ‘» - ' . ‘ , ' ‘V .l 3 ‘ ~ *VJ?) n J ‘ 1 ._,.1 ML-) = j a (Q . \J’W‘J 3‘ .,.f'
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

it 7; {-514

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? Lfiifi;3

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ,m\ .., w l_ '. i I’ N“ fl) , . 3 I V;. t" w , .. . T ’‘ \
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«AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM C) ‘
Evaluation Questionnaire School ’1 /~Y

Group :3

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __h/ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. {L_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

5; Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ? II. , ‘ \ ,
JIM. CL 39941:}. SC. 5; 5 f 5“;ng 1/1“" t' 7’ {Ln-



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
I i I ...

[f (I: J" i“: i"; c. , ,4 _ if?! $1 ”-1 .3
,1 a , . 5;,- av Vt.“

./ J b

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

/‘> C

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School Qvuqh4¢»(,;wL

Group B (x

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _.l How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. l__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

Ck“ °‘~>" ,'$v Wflkcwspoom



5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
CU" “baa 0‘9“,“ 3 “(3* ‘4KQEM%‘:'V\ M‘ €‘fiath m 3’, (Fro/'Crg’; r"

a v

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? 7‘5

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ¢A¢$,‘Q(‘¢\}

I
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Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

1.

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

__ I

__.L

5
,4

5‘ Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

sz How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

T ll/(a, ”HM; waxy (“Li M” I“
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3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

'3. 1'; ’ f'fl l " U
i * "‘ ""f ’ ' w a

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

y

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ,
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Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Pair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. I How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. 2:__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
:5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

m mw0e§mufl +0 63'!i01% ‘jc‘v emf/(Cd
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

</ ' *u; ' , V ,» ..\’ 1 ‘
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3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

2’1 to

S. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. . c ..
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Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

1. How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

.éEE:

3. _§ Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the

4'
How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?-=

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

f ‘ \ .
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

AK: A «42,0 (J A

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

:§{(?Ck‘+‘
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM Er
Evaluation Questionnaire School Dékixan

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. ‘_J How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ;L__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

:3 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

#1:; 642m @5 10.2.\) Airbag
“Iv «egg/«Amendi‘aw 51‘ a, «(live 51am... 4.1;;
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?
fin. (‘ r .. 3“ I ‘ ' , 1"] 3 "ll,-/ t I ‘ I” ‘ f 5" —w, .;, “22“, ‘v' .‘ .r . ,, a», .- 4/ a. "'-;..:0‘.__,‘ -‘ »:_ u A ~:

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? 33LQ<9

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. '~« an

WL’L-Qv’} I’LL/57‘- ..-n\(\
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Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _l How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. L__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. I; Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. J7 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?_L_

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about theJ2 Symposium ?1JZ %fib 77uxy/

\OW 0%?*JM‘C'97 fife/1‘-M £77?“HEM-12‘}? NW(7” WMWM
W26 éjfcx v3 afi/A ffi {7:53JV”): J41 T \ ”wag '11,,"7‘3,



What did you like the least about the symposium ?~gn”4d f
0‘ ’J;1_."i-.;"r“y‘,;’i¢‘ ‘I" x. , ‘ ,f‘fv"ra
it ,I

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?6flwfirwzfl

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? QQL3,d" .vI}

In one word or base, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.{; ,«u‘l‘.Nm&
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School fflwij

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3: Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _“) How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symp051um ?

2. L_ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. I Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. I Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

S. I How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
I l,‘ I. V r‘,’ __,Tdv (
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2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

,1 A-,- , - . 7.,. l ’ .r . ‘a_ 1 . _ -A_, v]; ._.J‘v-i r?’ -. "' /, ‘9’»; ' »" " (5-"

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops 9

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? l/HLA

l/

5. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

:3 5’
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _gl/ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ? -

2. /__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. ~ I Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. ~) Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

S. / How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What didayou like most about e Symposium ?
;/ \ ,, /Vfl ' ' /')(»v“' C/‘lv .: -« \/ u" '; -' ,

I



What did you like the least about the symposium ?
"1//:.,) _ -J . “ , " 'I

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?
cf/L’a >/

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. ‘L jflping m/,%('“' l. 7



.4
AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _é§ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. él__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

r/
‘3 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the

University in anyway ?

3 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

AI
fl,—

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

Weakfi WOPR )n 91w Sci-we! N i“ MTG/i



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

ii: 14;: ”F.fi van? LU“" i'."M x p 1

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

W‘I .

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

. ‘-,'~.‘,“aQfiiu7r3n,n
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School Y3AYS.é hmeyL

Group 3 ‘

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1: Very Well 2= Good 3: Pair 4= Poor S= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. ;§__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

55 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

5

2; How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

I: WAS AN INFORMATIUE EVE-OPEMENG

EXPEK'Lthfi.



2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?

L I
r! Iw, ‘ ,)’ W .

@959 “It m N '* > M. m L/
,a'

3. What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

‘Es.

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

INFOTZMAT:\/5.
(*—
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire 4 School

.Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _1 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. £é2__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

4. \:5 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

HEW/WWW um MW S'LKQFEE



2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?

w ”W“ A W Lac-m

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Nfrihflfg

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

V96

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

@rmfiL



AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM . } , q.“ 9
Evaluation Questionnaire School /flw.fijflz/h%5

Group L” Z

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair = Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I . OVERALL EXPERIENCE

‘ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

\ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ? '

%} Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

__'_

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

L” ('3‘) LJ‘ 4 r( Liv» {1.31413}: [fo? “m (([l/ C“ L/J'chpée. [JpW( - (J $11,»be
Mu ,J{[ndd (7) JUL (mI L h/ QC jjW LOU/CLO LADL/))L.(L(IJ
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“é %{ FfimgifliflW&zflfifflfu aflux {ariaV- nun-I‘-nim‘_, .
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What did you like the least about the symposium ?

9;;12-/ végj t/C'Vfik7 EiL»PLfi-J
J l “D

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ?

L61»0 .

k
In one word or phase} please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

[LA{;L2)¢AJJKug(- C}J,<}fifiltchfl
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Evaluation Questionnaire SChOOl / 11””. 5%fl S:

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor = Yes = No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. _m’ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

21‘ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

as the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

:5

«g

Z How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium 2’2

7 Am Vim/v7 z (JSEA/ H
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2.

3.

5.

What did you like the least about the symposium ?
5.

So wusH‘me/s u woo/$5

.~ (WW: '4an In;
‘ VD

WWin‘Cfif ”'8.
What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

~\> \EVEU am» \>\ctd¢5 a loam

C/(IELZA-4;}vffi (3 S11,rYLEE; ‘ __//>

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '\\

Max

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of

t e 5”???qu e 3/4115 CNHVE 0K?Tr°‘n)\

‘er We. nmeiMEW‘pr ”MA
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AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM W i 3/_
Evaluation Questionnaire School i1d¥fl“tt¥gdf‘§r#g§@}¢(‘ , /AGroup we ‘.

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5: Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. .35 How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

f)
2. ‘(x__ What is your assessment of the material covered during

the Workshops ?

3. _g' Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. I Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

7
S. I) How would you describe the general attitudes of those

people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
I" I". 0. «1‘' f". y I ‘i 5/
» v": ,, // Irw~7 a a, x

‘4' ,../«=’"- ‘ / "44/19/31,:941‘») {W1Qc’.c..{’\
n , Y‘ ‘ -' ‘ ‘i : I ‘V , J I f .‘ . _.. ' ‘ x , Pt .

(LA“{}\ iii» x,&44,fiflikkw¥~/ \ s5; fl {1 t£~¥ a» A" l/ (I w.



afl , “Mr, , _‘ ,.z .‘ x , ‘..'. _y,

2. What did you like the least about the symposium ?
' , . ( £ IA ' ‘ ‘ I.,/H . .4 .4,/ k .\ 1 u

3/‘k*' ‘1 [1‘2 If 4 g t. I‘ i " I v‘ \ . ‘ a 3 . \‘.1 .x
II

3. What additionai topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

4. Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? ' y ,

S. In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.



.4
AFRO-AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. / How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
tfi€l<)Jou) MtLe Qud



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

Hock) (o/c’l’ ,

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

I W, ‘t a: . 4 ‘ _ ‘ , ,
U()\ in!!! \ '1" -, ‘v -;,. .’ 14' 'r 1 5 ,

/ Va f‘-
PH s

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

91Va ‘a,» ,
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2= Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE
15.

l. _m¥ How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

2. __ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

33 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
Univer51ty 1n anyway ?

students to attend such a Symposium ?
;? Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American

How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
, I

/ s Mx" l J .. /



What did you like the least about the symposium ?
~. . _,. > ,5 ,,L: ‘1' ) x a .> W... . '”‘ "f, ,3 _ I L;2 f’V‘,/ Ni _, i , ' ‘ ,' . ’ " ' "' '- "

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

f

1%%;A" Vezéjq ’“9UQAEJ*»4r . A

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium. .

// g f}
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School Pgms

Group Q

Your thioughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
l= Very Well 2: Good 3: Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

l. __g How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symp051um ?

2. ]‘__ What is your assessment of the material covered during
the Workshops ?

3. 5 Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

4. i Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

S. 1 How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?

Dr. UiihersPoon‘s speech M “WE end of the Symposlum was
VUY Eve opening.



What did you like the least about the symposium ?

T‘flE ‘raours were; Emrra'hrrzg \“'-'f)":,1's) (mi. 7103 - 3135/5/
b)\'\¥\C)U*-: F- ‘1'“ ._' (x ‘i.

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?
N009 t

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

76%. “ER, much ‘53 ‘ ESPEH‘IWHV Dr. LLJ}-i‘nc;r5§,-.33r'--_' SP‘ZECh‘

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.

.E‘N OPE-“m9 find mSPiring.
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AFRO—AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM
Evaluation Questionnaire School

Group

Your throughtful answers to the following questions will provide
helpful information concerning the evaluation of the Afro-American
Symposium.

Please respond to the questions below using the following code:
1= Very Well 2: Good 3= Fair 4= Poor 5= Yes 6= No

I. OVERALL EXPERIENCE

How do you feel about the overall organization of the
Symposium ?

, /,1 What is our assessment of the material covered during_____. Y _
the Worksnops ?

\Zi Has the Symposium changed your prespective of the
University in anyway ?

:53 Would you recommend other incoming Afro-American
students to attend such a Symposium ?

41. How would you describe the general attitudes of those
people involved in the presentation of the Symposium ?

II. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Please provide a brief but frank response to the following
questions . Your comments will provide information important
to the future planning of this Symposium.

1. What did you like most about the Symposium ?
, 5» f ,' ; . , , '
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What did you like the least about the symposium 2
-, /

.1
I

‘V i, ‘51.:
,‘ , ’ . I ,e. V , /_§

What additional topics, if any, would you like to have
discussed during the Symposium Workshops ?

Did the Symposium provide a meaningful experience with
regards to motivating you and providing a new insight
concerning the University as a whole ? '

P "’ " ,'. : '- "".
‘ ~ , ”l \11

K ' P o
. I I“) ’ ,,_,.v/'\\k-/V\‘

In one word or phase, please describe your opinion of
the Symposium.
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